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TRAP SHOOTING IS FIFTY FOOT
BEAVER DAM
ON THE MOVE

worth.
On a stream which is
hardly large enough for a troutbrook they have constructed a dam
over fifty feet long which has flowed
a piece of timber land as large as
a small farm.

Pinehurst’s Eighth Annual Mid- The Busy Animals At Work Near
;
*
winter Handicap
Phillips Village
(Special to Maine Woods.)
Pinch urst, N. C., December 12.—
The chances of our getting mixed up
r; the European war tangle do , notj
seem to be great, but the fact is
that trap shooting is1 on the move,
and it is barely possible that
the experts are swinging into line
for places as slharp shooters in
picking off German zeppelins by
smashing the smallest of all “ a/Lro-planes,” the clay target.
A whole regiment of them will
be lined up for Pinehnrst’s eighth
annual midwinter handicap,
Jan
uary 19-23, and, inciden tally, they
will have in mind their share of
the lavish, $2500.00 added money,
! and
the
additional opportunities
! which sweep takes and additional op! tional sweepstakes offer.
Herbert L. Jillson, Secretary.
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No one knows how many beavers
make up the colony, but there must
be quite a number of them we judge
by ti e amount of work they have
done in one year.
if one thinks
t ey are not onto their job, let him
tear away a part of this dam and
next morning he will find it fully
repaired.
The bottom is covered
with logs that they have felled and
sunk.
People familiar with their
hr.bits say that they such the air
from the logs, causing them to be
come waterlogged.
As they will
use a big loss to Mr. Ellsworth,
it is probable that tine proper author
ities will look after tine matter.

H. W. Worth-ley of the Mile
Square has recently photographed the
beaver works mentioned below, and
the picture has been published in the
Lewiston Journal with the following
article:

PRICE 4 C E N T *

CARELESSNESS
COSTS 11 LIVES
Unusual List of Hunting Season
Tragedies In Maine
In the hunting season just closed
in Maine at least thirteen human
lives were lost, death in, most cases
resulting from the careless handling
of firearms. The fatalities as report
ed are as, follows:
October 1, at Sanford; Raymond
Furbush, accidental discharge of his
own gun.
October 3, at Kiittery; Henry Wil
liams, accidental discharge of Ms
own gun.
November 2, at Augusta; Paul Bonsamt, age 13, accidental shooting by
play mate, Joseph VeilLeux.
November 4, at Moscow; George
O’Donald, shot for 'deer by Scott
McGlaughltn.
November 5, at Island Fallls; John
Byron died of exposure in
woods
while hunting, age 78 years.
November 11, at Ashland; Samu»e‘
p>owning 0lf Millinocket shot for deei
by HoD,er Sutherland, age 14.
Noveni,ber 19> at Addison; Ephra.
Davls> 9bot for tleer by Lestei
•
. j ii;rgess
i
November 20, at Milo; Otis Weyi mouth, shot while hunting, cause unknown.
November 21, at Lewiston; James.
,„
. ..
Collins, accidental discharge of ris

A beaver dam is seldom seen now
adays, and then only iin some outof-the-way place, consequently the
works of these ingenious animals are
a novelty to all and many people
have never seen their homes and
fields of labor.
It will be a surprise to the citi
zens of Phillips as a whole to know
that a large beaver dam is situat
ed less than one miiie from the vil
lage,
i
Some time la®t year a colony of
—------- —
beavers began operations on the
“ meadow brook’’ in a swampy piece
Bangor, Dec. 15. —L- st Thursday
t f ground on the farm of Fred Ells afternoon when the 1 20 train from
Vanceboro came in there were only
two deer on board, and it looked ks
though it would be a repitition of the
8R A D E N TO W N
day previous, when there was little of
FLORIDA
interest in the game line. However
., .
,
when the two deer were put on a truck
H. Ar H ASK ELL, Manager
N O W OPEN
Send for Booklet
many of the people present admired
In fertile Manatee County, on the beautiful Manatee River. Many
the largest, which was a buck, for its
side trips. Fine fishing. Duck, Quail and Alligator Shooting. Dogs and
fine head and set of antlers and some
Guides and Motorboats furnished. Moderate Rates. American plan.
remarked that it was the best set of i , wu gun
Towns! ip 1G
November 25, at
antlers they had seen this year.
Range 4; John Kosme.n of StockThe other also appeared to be a buck I holm, accidental disoharge of Ms
of medium weight and with antlers of j own* rifle.
G R A N T ’S C A M P S ,
t i E ^ N E « A G O , M A IN E .
good size, but the game report showed ; December 1, at East Mac-bias; Ce
September fishing at Kennebago is the best to be bad in Maine.
Grant’ s Camps are located at and neai the best fishing grounds. We
it to be booked as a doe. This is the Icil Gilesi, age 3 years, sliot by. his
shall keep open during the hunting season. W iiti us for reservations.
first doe having such antlers that many j brother three years elder, who ac
ED GRANT & SON CO.
of the men who have been connected
cidentally discharged shot gun.
with the business for several years J
k W W H V H H H H H V W W V W V W t V W H H iV W W W W W H H H U !
have seen, and there was much excite- l
SOME OF T H E IN JURED.
ment at the thought of a doe being i
Among those who were injured but
thus equipped.
not fatally were:
The lucky nimrod is Mrs. M. M. Fow -1
October 5. at Rumford Falls; Co
Bald Mountain Camps ace situated at ttie f->ot of Bald Mountain on Mooselookmetji ler of Boston, and M. C. Fowler, also
hn Hayes, age 15, glancing bullet
guntic Lake. Near the best tishin? grounds. First class steamboat connections— Auto
:•:•
road to ctimps— Telephone connections—T w o mai s daily— Write for free circular.
it; of Boston, is the possessor of the fine
It is certainly a fine result of a from the rilife of a companion, Na
AMOS ELLIS. Prup’r..
Bald Mountain.
Maine
£1 buck.
poleon Cyr.
few da>s’ hunting trip to Costigan.
October 15, at Ellsworth; Fred
Shea, shot in face by his brother
who had fired at some partridges.
October 18, at Greenfield; John
White wounded in foot by discharge,
of his own gain.
October IS, at Madison; Charles
Mountain
View
,
Maine
*
W. Dyer, sliigihit wound in leg caused
For further particulars write or address
by his gun while climbing over a
fence.
L. E. B 0 W L E Y ,
The finding of the body of a cow
October 26, at Sanford; Alexander
moose which had been illegally shot
I Mountain View,
m
B
m
Maine.
Rivard age 13, accidental shooting
near Nunkeag pond at Pittston was re
by his play mate, Sena-i. Dejeuners
ported to commissioners of inland fish
se.
\
eries and game. The carcass was dis
September 26, at Milo; boy named
covered Sunday by a man who was
Gipson shot for partridge by another
I wandering through a wood growth
boy named Devoe.
j whose curiosity was first aroused when
October 27, at Bristol; Lowell Sim
j he noticed that the tops of many of the
mons,
accidental discharge c.f J4s
|small fir trees in the vicinity were cut
Ioff. He made a search of the locality gun while climbing over a fence.
November 8, at Bangor; Henry
AS A
j and in a little clump of trees he found
! the body of the animal, hidden under a White, accidentally shot while hunt
i covering of fir branches. The person ing.
November 14, at South Portland;
! who killed the animal evidently be.
.
.
. j came alarmed and let it lie where it George C. Spear age 31, accidentally
This territory is unsurpassed m Maine.
It is easy of fell,/as the animal had not been bled shot by hi® chum, Stephen Kaler,

UNUSUAL SIGHT OF
DOE WITH ANTLERS

MANAVISTA HOTEL

BALD MOUNT A ?N CAMPS Bald

1

Mountain View House

COW MOOSE SHOT
AT NUNKEAG

RANGELEY LAKES AND
DEAD RIVER REGION

H U N T IN G

m j».s >s■

RESORT

access and nearly all the camps are open through t h e
none of the meat had been taken. age 12.
November 21, at Millinocket Lake:
H u n t i n g Season.
Deer, Bear, Partridge, Dudk and 1
Robert O. Burr c.f Brewer, accider.
small game are very abundant.
Jhad apparently only been shot within tally shot by Its own gun.

Thi sun RIVER! BMGELETIIKES AlIlKOtn
issues a descriptive booklet’ of this territory, containing map of entire region, which will be furn
ished upon application to

F. N. BEAL,

General Manager,

Phillips”, Maine.

' the past week or 10 days and therefore
■not in the open season for any big game
'in this county.
E. D. Harwood, the
chief game warden of Kennebec county, is investigating the matter and the
commissioners hope to find the offender
and bring him to justice.

December 1, at West Seboeis; M.
J. Spencer, shot in thumb by bullet
from bis own rifle.
September 6, at Piskehegan, N.
B.; Howard Thornton of Calais, ac
cidental shooting by his friend, Har
rison Spear.

a
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For its wonderful accuracy, its safety and con
venience, and its effectiveness for small game
and target shooting, you should buy

The

,22 CALIBRE

The 777iTr//n .22

pump-action repeater has simple,
quick mechanism and strong, safety con
struction. Has sensible, visiLIe hammer. It
takes down easily. You can look through the
barrel — it cleans from both ends.
Its Solid Steel Top protects your face and eyes against
injury from defective cartridges, from shells, powder and
gases. The Side Ejection throws shells away to the side—
never
across your line of sight.
Handles all .22 short, .22 long and .22 long-rifle cartridges,
ing the hollow-point hunting cartridges. Accurate to 200 yards. A perfect
gun for rabbits, squirrels, hawks, crows, etc.
-22 repeaters also made with lever action; ask your dealer.

M odel 20, as illustrated, 24inch octagon barrel, 15 or
shots, $11.50.
M odel 29, 23-inch
round barrel,

up

15 snots,
$9.25.

includ-

T /teX /ar/m fir e a r m s C ,
3 3 W i l l o w S t .,

N ew H aven , C on n ,

'
ing rifles and shotguns,

TEACHING OF
HIGHWAY RULES
The subject of accidents upon the
public highways, always an interest
ing one, is just now receiving much
attention upon the part of the press
and public.
Of course, any kind of
locomotion whether by land or sea. or
in the air, has peculiar dangers, but
as the public highway i.s ao intimate
ly and continuously connected with
everyone’s life, accidents upon it re
ceive a larger share of attention than
mishaps at sea or collisions on the
railways or any other form of acci
dent not connected with the highway.
The public mind in this matter is
largely guided by the amount of prom
inence given to accidents, and just
now motor car accidents excite it mor
than any other kind, and therefore
receive greater prominence.
To begin with, every good driver
upon the road, whether of horses or
motor cars, should thoroughly grasp
the fundamental fact that the pedestrain has in. some places
greater
rights, in others an equal, and in
still others an inferior right oh the
roads in relation to wheeled traffic,
and he is supposed to take reason
able care of himself and to see that
he does lot recklessly incur dangers
to himself and others.
In this coun
try we often laugh at the fact that
in France a man may be prosecuted
for being in the road and
being
knocked down by a passing vehicle.
This, of course, is an extreme case
upon the other side of the question.
There are dangers which the motor
car driver incurs evey time he drives
along a highway, which are not in
the nature of common ones. As gen
erally understood common dangers fo
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WEST BRANCH
CANOE TRIP

Interestingly Described by Bangor
Mail Clerk

Seekers

who

write us for accurate infor
mation about Camps, Hotels
and recreation
Maine.
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It costs you nothing.

Write to-day

edy for this almost universal break
ing of the rules of the road there is
a reform which is not only desirable,
but practical.
The rules of the
road and the dangers of the traffic
should be taught in every elementary
school in the country.
There are
probably no children under the age of
19 or 12 years and comparatively few
grownups who' could give an intelli
gent answer to the questions' as to
>how to cross a road, on which side
to drive or walk, or where to look
for special dangers.
A dozen or so islimple rules illustrat
ed by plain diagrams would in a very
few lessons convey to tl:e mind c f the
average school child and. imprint upon
his memory for life., the best way cf
avoiding the undoubtedly
increasing
dangers of the street and of main ai d
crossroads alike.
While the pedes
trian, as stated at the outset, has
certain special rights, there is no rea
son to believe that the majority of
those who walk upon .the (highways ar
so intolerant and selfish as to wish
to cause an unnecessary danger and
difficulty to vehicular and wheel traf
fic.
It is true, therefore, that if
schools of every description
taught
their pupiis the ordinary rules of
th road many accidents and injuries
and much losls of life would be thereby
averted and much of the chaos, risk
and disorder in our traffic would be
cured.

distance, include the chance of col
lision with other vehicles at cross
roads, of skidding on a
slippery
pavement and many other well-known
risks, which, vary acc rding to the
traffic, the condition of the road and
weather and many other circumstanc
es which need not foe considered heire.
The driver of a motor car, however,
who aspires to a clean record in the
matter of accidents has' to be more
than ordinarily alert.
He lias to ex
ercise in a special degree the quality
of forethought and train himself to
calculate beforehand what is likely to
happen under certain
circumstances
which may, at first sight, appear un
likely.
It is foolish to imagine that the
dangers of the road can be entirely
eliminated or that any form of loco
motion can become absolutely safe as
regards other users of the highways.
Put mental alertness while driving a
motor car upon the highways has be
come more than ever essential, if the
driver would be a true master of his
craft and the maximum that it is “ the
unexpected that ofen happens” should
Sydney R. Bonsey, a well known
always be present in the minds of ! mail clerk on the Bangor & Aroosthe drivers.
Foresight and caution |took R. R., has written a desenpare, in the case of many well-known, Ition of a part cf the well
known
and good drivers, natural gifts, but j West Branch canoe trip which so
th** stupidest motorist can acquire th -many people make each season. Mr.
habit of cultivating these two features Bonsey is a devotee of the outdoor
by slotting .his mind to do so.
life of the Maine woods and his story
As regards the general public, the cf the 20-mile trip from
Northeast
widespread ignorance and apathy as Carry to the head of Chesuncook lake
10 the rules of the road is one of the is entertaining.
most unsatisfactory features mani
“ One goes to Greenville Junction
fested on our highways to-day. Whe by rail, over the Bangor & Aroostook
one motorist encounters, as he will railroad,” he writes', “ thence on one
invariably do, nearly one-third of the of the fine fleet of steamers of the
vehicular traffic upon the wrong side Coburn Steamboat Co., to the head
of the road, he must not allow him <u Mooselread lake, a 40 mile sail,
self to become irritated at- the ap which cannot be equalled in New
parently deliberate perversity of the England.
Passing numerous islands
average driver of slow vehicles. These and cottages and stopping a minute
drivers do not knew or care. As a rem at Capon's to deliver the mail, the
steamer proceeds.
AJiead, looms Mt
Kineo, which like a huge Gibraltar,
rises out cf the lake. Arriving here
fo’* dinner at the Rockwcod hotel its
‘all aboard,’ and one is off on the
last stage of the steamboat trip.”
Mr. Bonsey has made this trip
several times and it is one of these
pleasant 20-mile voyages by canoe
that he describes.
From the head of the lake it is
two miles over the “carry” to the
West Branch of the Penobscot, which
flews on down to Chesuncpok.
It is surprising to Mr. Bonsey first
as it is to any other person making
th-' trip for the first time, what a
load the canoes used by the guides
in the section will carry.
“ The guide said, “ all aboard,’ ”
writes Mr. Bonsey, ‘and I took my
scat in the bow of the canoe for
my 20-mile trip to Chesuncook.”
“ Quietly paddling down the river,
about two miles and a half, we pas
sed the mouth of Lobster Stream,
next Three Mile Reck, and then War
ren Island where we got into a little
quick water. We then paddled along
on the Moosehorn deadwater, wTiidh
fs feur nrles long.
Now and then
a hunter’s tent was seen along the
banks of the river, and we stopped
of casionally to deliver some mail or
express.
“ The river twists and
turns
through black growth, hard
wood,
swamps and gorges;, and each turn
brings to view a wonderful pano
rama.
“ Nearly noon, we passed through
more quick water and then we saw
the ‘half way’ house where we stop
ped for dinner.
“After a good square meal we were
eager to push on, as the best part of
the trip was that which we enjoyed
during the rest of the day.
“ Silently we sailed along, surpris
ing a muskrat or mink by our quiet
ness, or a flock of ducks; and quite
often a deer was seen standing on
the river bank.
“ We passed the mouth of Ragmuff
Stream and Big Island and entered

Join the Band
of
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Maine Information Bureau
Phillips
Maine

the Fox Hole Rips, which itre quite William, aged 15, trapped near the
Spring
a large «Ank
a stretch of quick water where one Diamond
will enjoy thrills to the utmost, and weighing five pounds.
with a skilful guide one need not
A couple of lumbermen were in the
fear.
woods near Pitch Pine Hill, near
“ Occasionally the passenger in the Bath, Wednesday afternoon and at
bow o f the canoe Looks ahead and almost every step they took, a par
sees nothing but rocks, and begins tridge jumped up, until they
had
tu think, ‘Now, I will have to get counted 28 birds.
So it would ap
out and walk;’ but the guide tells pear that Bath and Fhippsburg hunt
him to sit still1, and by some quick ers did not shoot all the biddies dur
and deft movements, with pole and ing the open season.
paddle, now snubbing here, and then
A flock of nine wild geese with all
paddling hard, he escapes one rock
t>j be confronted by another; but by the birds asleep, head® under their
the same quickness and dexterity, (Wings and well bunched together, on,
the canoe is safely piloted through the bay, was the pretty picture that
the roaring waters.
This place I George Rock of North Bath saw
shooting Thanks
describe is Rocky Rips, and it is while out duck
giving
day.
He
'sculled up
rightly named.
within
30
yards
of
the
geese
which
“ Far ahead a mountain was seen
to loom up.
This is Mt. Kntahdin, were still asleep and let go both
barrels of his 10-gauge gun, when
probably 30 or 40 miles distant.
“ We soon passed Pine stream and to his amazement, all the birds flew
ti e roar of Pine Stream falls was away, apparently unharmed. Hunter
plainly beard.
Now copies the thril Rooks believes that he had picked
ler of the whole trip.
The guide up and put in some blank cartrid
tells you to sit still and not move, ges for live shells or else the black
Years ago
and on the first trip, it’s needless to powder did not work.
say that one sits there like a graven a Bath man was out on the bay and
image, firmly grasping the sides of found a flock of grey ducks in Reed’s
Cove, likewise fast asleep, and the
the canoe.
“ You could hear the waters roaring late William Freeman, of East Bruns
louder and louder, passing hidden wick, who was sculling, prevailed on
rock®' with the speed of an express the Bath man in the bow to try hi®
train, now turning to1the right, now “ cannon,” a big muzzle loader. The
stopping for an instant, pushing this Bath ran fired the cannon and the
On scrutinizing
way and that, and with one
final birds flew away.
the
surface
cf
the
water
in the
lunge, we shot down through the Dog
cove, the tip of a duck’s wing was
hole.
“ The noise of the waters was deaf seen peeping above the surface, and
ening, but we are now on the smooth on being drawn into the boat, the
it had been
waters below, and there was no wing was bleeding.
cut from the duck’s body as though
mere quick water.
The guides tell of many mishaps ‘with the blow of a' clever, the ex
had
on these fails, of gold watches, ‘ rif planation being that the shot
remained
so
long
in
the
gun
barrel
les and diamond rings that have been
lost here and are at the bottom of that they had rusted and hunched
tb° river, but with a good canoeman and when fired went out cf the bar
rel like a ball.
The ball had out
the trip is easily and safely made.
It may have
“ Soon we were on Chesuncook off the duck’s wing.
lake, a beautiful sheet of water, 18 been that Rook’s shot in his shells
miles long and from one to three had similarly bunched and stuck
miles' wide.
We were soon at Ches with rust.
uncook village, which is at the head
of the lake.
There are about 15
families living here.
Looking south
a beautiful view was obtained of Katahdin, Harrington and Sourdnahunk
mountains.
“ Many beautiful canoe trips may L«
made from here to the surrounding
lakes and the fishing and hunting is
unexcelled.
The trip is over and
one returns to the Carry by the
same route or keeps on down ti e
Ed Grant. Braver Pond Cam pH
West Branch.”
New reading matter, interestir g.

FAMOUS
BACKWOODS
FAIRY TALES

HUNTING NOTES
AROUND THE STATE
Two partly grown boars brought to
Rumford were shot, one by Perley
Mascn and Freeland Abbott on Tum
bledown mountain, in Weld, and the
other ty Vernon and Asaph, sons of
Stephen Taylor.
The lads crossed
th'- trail of a bear on Old West
mountain in Byron.
They followed
till® to the den and shot the bear,
far inside.
They returned several
miles to their home and
brought
ropes with which the animal was
dragged from the den.
One Saturday afternoon Will Newbtrt shot a moose In the swamp nea
Mr. Whitney’s at Appleton..
It has'
been on exhibition since Saturday
at Mr. Newbert’s home. As it hangs
in the stable it measures from the
tip of the heels to tip of nose, 14
feet.
From Saturday to
Monday
over 300 viewed the moose.
A Bald Head resident threatens to
poison all the foxes in his vicinity
because they have been killing his
sheep.
He won’t have hunters around because he claims the fox
hounds are as bad on the sheep as
the foxes.
He is informed
that
poisoning foxes is against the law.—
Bath Times.
A wild animal jumped upon the
roof of the Stevens log cabin on
the island in Morse’s1 river Sunday
night, awakening Fred Humphreys
and H. T. Stevens of Bath,
who
were passing the week end there.
They think it may have been the
wild cat.

The first edition was exhausted murh sooner
than we expected and the papular d tn iu d » u
so great for a second edition that we published
«n enlarged and improved edition to be sold by
mail (postpaid) at the low price named.
Twelve coots, postpaid. Stamps accepted.

J. W . B RACK ETT CO.,
Phillips, Me.

MAPS OF MAINE
RESORTS AND ROADS
Maine Woods has frequent inquiries
for maps of the fishing regionF of the
state, etc. W e can furi fob the follow

ing mape:

Franklin County
Somerset County
Oxford County
Piscataquis County
Aroostook County
Washington County
Outing map of Maine, 20x35 in
Geological map of Maine
R, R. map of Maine
Androscoggin County
Cumberland County
Hanooek County
Kennebec County
Knox County
Lincoln and Sagadahoc Counties
Penobscot County
Waldo County . _
York County

J. W BRACKETT
Phillips

-

$

50
.50
.50
.50
.50
.50

1.00
. a
. A
.36
.36
.50
.35
.36
.36
.5®
.35
.3 5

CO.,
Maine.

TAXIDERMISTS
G. W. PICKKL,
TA X ID E R M IST
Dealer in Sporting Goods, Pishing Tadkls,
Indian Moccasins. Baskets and Souvenirs.
R A n Ge L E Y .
.
.
.
MAIMS

“ Monmouth Moccasins*
They are made for

Sportsmen, Guides, Lumbermen
Known the world over for excel
lence. Illustrated catalogue free.

M. L. (JETCH ELF <0.,
Monmouth.

.

.

.

Maine

Tracks of that Phipjpsbbrg bobcat
R A W FURS W A N T E D
were seen last week at Sabino and
were measured.
They were four Direct from the trapper. Highest mar
inches' wide.
ket prices with good liberal sort. Good*
One day last week John, Belang held separate and all charges paid.
er, of Bath, aged 13, allot a fox
J.
in nearby woods and his brother

A. J. Hopkins, Hornerstown, N.
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THE QUAIL
HUNTERS BOGEY
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Fly Rod’s
Note
Book
By Fly Rod

David Gregg Jr. Sees the Real,
Not the Phanton Bird— and—
a Movie Pantomine Will Tell
the Story

PINEHURST, N. C., Dec,. 1914—The'
quail hunters’ bogey is a Christmas j
turkey as elusive tantalizing and allur
ing as the golfers’ “ par.” “ Bin er
scratch in’ hayar—roosted beah last
night—crossed this road not nior’n an
hour ago,” says the loquacious guide, St. Anthony’s Cottage,
drop to 20 degrees below zero, find
but like the “ monster gray moose” of
the steam heated hotel as warm
Phillips,
CM
e.,
northern Maine, it is mostly “ signs”
as on a summer day.
that make up the sum and substance
Dec. 16, 1914.
of the chase.
This king of game
Do you see that I am Standing
birds is, indeed, the ideal o f the quail
A postal from Mrs. Amos Ellis
at my cottage door, way down here
hunter and anticipation makes the
tell®
me “ Eight of the Bald Moun
in the State o f Maine and wishing
pleasure of pursuit fully as enjoyable
tain
Camps were burned last Fri
the thousands of readers of the
as possession.
“ Maine W oods,’” from the Alantic day, including the old office to
David Gregg, Jr., of Brooklyn, is to the Pacific a Merry, Merry Happy the foot bridge this side of Camp
Dr. A. W. 0®!gcod and S. R. Pen
the lucky hunter.
Has made some Cbistmus? As, the wind comes bring Portland, wrill write later.”
nell of Rumford had an eight-point
fine bags of quail, but they’re not in ing the mesis&ige I hope you will catch
T he' many guests of these popular buck to take home with them.
the reckoning when “ the big ’un he the message.
Icamps will regret this very much .
Frank L. Gardner, proprietor of
lost’’ is considered.
Came face to
face with a monster gobbler taking a
peek at an adjoining field.
Slipped
a handy charge of buck shot into the
rig lit barrel drew bead on the bright
wattled head, pressed gently on the
trigger* **“ Don’t shoot.’ ” called the
guide, “ that’s a tame turkey.” ***A I
rush, a whizz and the big bird was |
vd and off like a Zeppelin* ** Chapter
two with a special movie film in
pantomine tells what followed!
E. R. Johnson and B. G. Royall of
Philadelphia, rounded out a three
weeks’ stay here with average hags
of twenty quail daily and an. occasion
al woodcock, dove, squirrel and rab
bit.
“ Best place I know' anything
about,” was Mr. R oyalfs comment. |
“ More territory, ^easy of access, fine
dogs, good guides, plenty of birds, ex
cellent cover, and—best of all, home 1
comforts at The Carolina with a chef
The snow ha® come and like the
as knows how to grill ’em to a crisp beautiful mantle of charity we cast
brown ”
over the failings of others, has!
. covered the dark places of earth
F- R. E. Townsend and Harry Cotton an(j for $he next few months the
of Boston, HL H. Stambaugh and John jingle jingle of sleigh bells and not
Stambaugh of Youngstown, are among the toot, toot, of the auto horns will
others who have had fine sport. J. Ibe heard alonS our country roads.
If one has never been at Rangeley in winter time they ought to be
a guest of the Rangeley
Tavern
j for a few weeks this! season.
A friend sends me this picture
i f a party of the hotel guests on

The large new log dining room had
not been built but . a short time.
There wa® quite a space between
the handsome new log office built
last year and the old office and
those who reach the place
must
have fcught the fire like tigers to
have saved the other camps. We
lope the many beautiful trees near
by were not ruined.
Prop. Amos Ellis, although not as
young as in the days when lie guid
ed Senator William P. Frye and Gen
eral Sewell, and rowed them miles
every day over Mooselockmeguntic

the New Elm House, Auburn, and
friend, Mr. Ham of the same city,
had Cliff McKenney and George
Robertson to guide them for ten
days through the Cupsuptic and a
big doe was the trophy they had
to take heme with them.
Later Karl Sanborn of Salem,
Mass., had Gecrge for two weeks,
and it was a great hunting
trip
they had.
Mr. Sanborn got plenty
of birds and two nice deer, and a
handsome bear, but the honor of
shooting the hear he did not have,
for- it was “ George who killed the

I

T IH E TABLE
In Effect, September 27th, 1914.
FARMINGTON Passenger Trains leave Farm
ington for Phillips, Rangeley. and Bigelow, at
5.16 P. vl., and for Phillips at 12.07 P. M. Pas
senger trains arrive from Phillips at 6.55 A. M.
nnd from Rangeley, Phillips and Bigelow at 2.10
P. M.
MIXED T R A IN arrives at 9.35 A. M and leaves
«t 11.00 A. M.
STRONG PASSENGER TR A IN S leave for
Farmington, at 6.23 A . M. and 1.37 P. M. For
Phillips at 12.37 P M . and for Phillips and
Kangeley at 5.47 P. M. and for Bigelow at 5.50 P.
M.

R A N G E L E Y PASSENGER T R A IN S leave for
Farmihgton at 10 40 A . M. and arrives at 8.00 P.

M.

MIXED T R A IN arrives from Phillips at 10.16
A. M. and leaves 8t 10.65 A. M.
SALEM PASSENGER T R A IN leaves at 1.00
P. M. for Farmii gten and arrives at 6.16 P. M.
‘ KINGFIELD PASSENGER T R A IN leaves for
Bigelow at 9.00 A, M. and 6.88 P. M. For Farm
ington at 12.40 P. M.
MIXED TRAINS leave for Farmington at 6.45
A. M. and for Bigelow at 12.00 M.

BIGELOW PASSENGER T R A IN leaves for
Farmington at 10.50 A . M. and arrives at 7. 28 P.
M. Arrives from Kingfield at 10.00 A . M. and
leaves for Kingfield at 7.36 P. M.
SUNDAY TRAINS Leave Rangeley at 10.50
A. M. Phillips. 12.25 P. M. Strong. 12.47 P. M..
arriving at Farmington 1.20 P. M . Returning
leave Farmington at l.f 0 P. M. Strong. 2.22 P.
M Phillips, 2.46 P M,. erriving at Rangeley at
4.25 P. M.

F. N. BEAL, Gen’ l Manager,
Phillips, Maine.

There was not much time to con
sider the matter as ‘ old brain look
ed up and it is said winked at the
hunter.

a slleigh ride, and don’t the city
folks who use automobiles all wint
er think it great sport?
Perhaps they would like to put
on snowshoes and walk across the
field to Sunset Hill and gather
green bough® and spend the even
ing in winding Chris'tmas wreath®!,
as they set around the big open
•fire in the hotel office.
Some might prefer to strap on
their skates and go out on Haley
Pend with their hookey sticks as
you will siee by this picture others
have done.
If a person takes such healthful
exercise in the pure bracing air a,t
Rangeley they will be sure to re
turn to the Tavern and do justice
to the 'turkey Christmas dinner
Landlord Blilis will have waiting, and
if the thermometer should take a

It was ted much game for one
man to shoulder and take back to
tr.e Island, so Mr. Tootbaker went
oack to camp and got II. L. Welch
and George Robertson who were en
joying a smoke by the open fire, to
go back with him, which they did,
aid the three men brought the 200jcund hear back to camp.
Not often is such a handsome
bear Shot.
The fur was black and
shiny for Mr. Bear had his new
winter coat on.
H. L. Welch will
mount the head
and have the pelt
made into a rug.
I guess Fanjcy was right in say
ing, “I tell you there is a golda.m-lot of hears around the Cupsupti this fall.’’

SANDY RIVER « RANGELEY
LAKES RAILR1AD

Passenger trains arrive from Earmington at
12.37 P. M. and 5.47 P. M. From Bigelow at 1.25
P. M.
MIXED TRAIN arrives from Phillips at 8.46
A M. and from Kingfield at 8 25 A M., and from
Farmington at 11.45 A. M. Leaves for Phillips at
1.40 P. M. and for Farmington at 8.45
M.
PHILLIPS PASSENGER T R A IN S leave for
Farmington at 6.00 A. M. and 1.16 P. M. For
Rangeley at 6.15 P- M.
Passenger trains arrive from Farmington at
12.55 ° . M. and 6.10 P. M. From Rangeley at
12.20 P. M.
MIXED T R A IN leaves for Farmington at 7.30
A. M Rangeley 7.40 A . M. and arrives from
Farmington at 2.15 P. M. R ingeleyS. 15 P. M.

up he was taken by surprise to
see a big black hear eating beech
nuts under a tree.

However, Mr. Tootbaker took a
sure aim and the Winchester was
heard to echo miles away.
The
H was late in October when Mr. bullet had not missed the mark, and
Mr. and Mrs. Herman E. Guthein such an unearthly howl a® the
i Cambridge came to pass their bear gave, and started up the moun
oneymoon days in one of the log tain a few rods, and Mr. Toothamp®.
The weather was fine and aker was about to send another bulalthough they did not hunt they had Ie+ after him, when quick and un
a great time tramping in the woods expectedly t-lie furious bear, raging
and sailing on the lake.
with- pain turned and rain straight
Mr. Tootbaker de
D.
Ralph A. Hoyt of Fishkilll, N.for the enemy.
Y., was among the early hunters clares he felt his hair rise and lift
and with Otis: Bean for guide shot his hat from hi® head, but he
a good many partridges. His first thought he would not turn and run,
deer was not a large one, but was for the bear was too fast for him,
good, for the cam,p table, and just but would stand his ground. If bruin
before vacation days ended the Doc kept his mouth open he would run
tor shot a seven-point buck that he the gun down hi® throat, but just
was very proud of, and the head then tlie old fellow rolled over at
will be mounted for his office, a his feet dead, for the bullet went
The one shot
proof of the Doctor’s skill with a through iris heart.
was fatal.
rifle in the Maine woods.

(Special to Maine Woods.)

II. Wesson, D. B. Wesson and V. H.
Wesson of Springfield, return
for
their annual visit, bringing their car
as usual.
J. D. Foot of Rye and I.
S. Robeson of Rochester are among
those booked for the near future.
From dawn till dusk “ the hunter’s
joy”—God’s Glorious Open.

I

Lake, yet he is a man of
energy
and hustle and no doubt will soon
have a big crew of wokrmen on
the spet and rebuild in tihe early
spring, hut he must have lost many
Funded® of dollars and the
many
friend® cif Mr. and Mrs. Ellis will
regret to hear the camp® are des
troyed.

Bears;
That i® a subject Mr.
Toot!aker can himself tell a big
story about, but when it was told to
me lie was: not there, but this is I
think the “ bear fact.’”
Mr. Tootbaker had been working
hard, getting things put away in
It is a quiet spot up at Pleasant winter quarters, and one afternoon
thought he would take a little
Island Camps these days!.
l
Letters received this week from un ting all by himself for a change.
The air was crisp and cool and
there, gave me many
interesting
e\ emits that I know others will en there was no snow and taking his
rifle, and a few Shells in liis pock
joy hearing.
Mr. and Mrs. Weston IT. Tootlir et, .Mr. Tootbaker thought he would
aker did not return to tlieir home follow the trail acres® Deer Mount
in Ridionvi'Lle until a few days ago-, and ho-ped for a deer to hang in
and there was never a fall when the ice house that night.
Walking quietly up the mountain
such a large number of guests: enr
joyed woods life at Pleasant Island and just crossing the ridge covered
with beech tree®, about half way
as this year.

A party of -four gentlemen
from
nowcli, Mass., had a great two
weeks’ hunting trip in November in
the Cupsuptic woods.
They were
Messrs. F. B. Kenney, Freeman M.
Hill, D. J. Macdougal and Frank B.
Strouit.
Patrick Casey and George
Robertson were the
guides, who
gathered up the partridge, and
brought the deer hack to Pleasant
Island for the party.
When they
went home they were proud of their
six deer, two of them were big bucks
with handsome eight-point antlers.
When Phil Perry, Geo. Robertson,
D. S. Dennett and Miss Arnburg re
turned to Rumford the last of the
hunting, each had a deer they shot
to take with them and they were all
bucks, some with fine antlers.
Mrs. Tooth aker has been practic
ing with her rifle this summer and
sl ot a good pair of deer, and Mr.
Tcothaker a spike horn buck, “ but
|bears:, not deer count this year.”
Mr. and Mrs. Pat Casey are 1 to
take charge at Pleasant Island this
winter.
They are new cosily and
comfortably settled in the “ winter
camp” and would always
welcome
letters, cards and papers from
friends.
Pat, will cut the ice and
wood for next season and when the
ice is three feet thick as it al
ways i®' in January, will move the
camps from Birch Island to
the
main Land and they will be rebuilt
and furnished for parties who have
already engaged them for another
season, and time is . hurrying right
along so fast, it will not be many
month® before the winter is' past
and the steamboat “ Cupsuptic” and
the "Wm, P. Frye” and the “ Flor
ence Barker” are again at Haines
Landing wharf to meet the first
fishermen of 1915.

At Kennebago, Mr. and Mrs. Wm.
Grant are spending the winter at
their camp, where the postoffice is
open the year around and if
any
traveler chances to pass that way
they will be sure of a warm camp
and a good table.
The flag wa® flying at “ Forestholme” until after Thanksgiving this
year for Mr. and Mrs. Eugene At
wood remained later than usual be
fore returning to their home in
Stonington, Conn.
T o all a pleasant winter of health,
happiness and prosperity, and a re
turn with the birds and flowers to
“ Maine the Play Ground of our Na
tion.”
Fly Rod.
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ALL AROUND
THE STATE
A live deer has been received at Ban"
gor and will be taken to the park of
the Conduskeag Canoe and Country
Club at Hampden.
It was a young
back shipped here by A. Hinckley from
Olamon and attracte I much attention.
Live deer can be taken only during the
open season unless permission is ob
tained of the fish and game commis
sioners.
Chief Warden Frank M. Perkins was
in Ellsworth, Thursday, and prosecu
ted a man who is alleged to have shot
a cow moose. The man paid the fine
imposed.
Taking advantage of the extremely
low water the local and summer resi
dents around Lake Megunticook have
been making improvements at the lake
that will be greatly appreciated by
those who navigate there with motor
boats or row boats, says the Camden
Herald. At the upper end of the lake
through the interest and activity of
Judge Kelley the passage into Norton
Pond known as Hall’ s Narrows, has
been dag out so as to make a good
channel for boats and the bridge near
the cottage of Cyrus H. K. Curtis has
been raised two feet so boats can easily
pass under. The channel there has
also been buoyed.
On this section
$116 has been Expended. At the lower
end of the lake E. Frank Knowlton
took the lead and the rocks have been
taken out between Alden’s and Codman’ s islands and a safe channel made
tnrough there so boats may go around
or through that way. At the end of
Fang Islands the two biggest boulders
have been blasted and another bad one
buoyed.
Mr. Knowlton has also had
a channel cut through the Fang sand
bar. All these improvements make
boating on this popular lake safer and
more comfortable.

YOUNG LADS KILL
160-POUND BUCK
Without doubt two of the proudest
boyB in this section at present are Otis
Anderson, age 14, and Volney Kellgren,
age 9, the result of a 160-pound buck
deer which they killed Saturday. The
lads had some traps set on Monson
Pond stream and Saturday morning
made a visit to them. As they were
starting for home young Anderson,
who had a 12-gauge shotgun, discover
ed a deer just getting up not more than
20 feet ahead of them. The gun was
loaded with bird shot but the boy fired
and the charge knocked the deer down.
He put in a charge of buck shot and
advanced to the deet and every Jime
it moved he would shoot. He put five
charges into him before he would lie
still. It was some distance out to a
house, where he would get help, so he
told young Kellgren to sit down on the
deer and if he moved blow his brains
out. The boy ran all the way to Evander Mclver’s and Mr. Mclver took his
horse and got the deer. While the An
derson boy was gone a large doe came
out near the Killgren boy but he was
afraid to fire the gun for every time
Anderson had fired the gun it kicked
and knocked him down.—Monson letter
December 10 in Piscataquis Observer.

A New Questions and Answers Department
of Interest to Shooters
either the peep or the V notch may be
E. L., Hartford, Conn.:
Which is the most particular thing in used. If the peep is used the cross line
shooting, is it the holding of the breath which cuts horizontally through the
or the standing position, or the slow, hole of the peep should be eet at the
steady pull of the trigger and not to line on the uprights o f the sight which
jerk when you have the sights in align is marked with the range desired. If
the open or V notch is to be used it
ment?
By all odds the proper pulling of the should be set at the line marked with
trigger in rifle and pistol shooting is the the range desired instead of the peep.
first and most important thing to learn. The marks giving the ranges are pretty
It is impossible to become a good shot accurate, but owing to the differences
unless one is able to pull the trigger so in eyesight, I would suggest that you
try the sight out for yourself.
that the weapon does not move.
E. W., Indianapolis, Ind.:
M. W V., McDonald, Pa.:
1. Will a heavy rifle shoot any bet
Two shots fired at a Turkey Shoot at
50 yards, with rifles, each shot scoring ter, and last any longer than a lighter
24, which shot wins? Nearest to center one?
2. Will it pay to buy a second-hand
or not?
I would call it a tie and have a shoot- gun if I have the privilege of trying it
off, unless some special rule were made out first?
3. Will a single shot rifle shoot any
particularly governing this point before
the shoot started. The holes in the tar- better than a repeater that is of the
get sent in by M. W. V. were not made same make and same length of barrel?
4. Will a .22 calibre rifle be suitable
by bullets.
for shooting hawks and crows?
J. R. P., Milwaukee, W is.:
5. Will smokeless powder shoot any
1. In what year were breechloading
shotguns first used? By whom invent harder than black powder?
ed? What was the calibre or gauge? ” '
1. Provided the materia), and work
2. What calibre revolver do you con manship is of the same grade on both,
sider best for general use?
What there should be no difference in length
frame? What length of barrel? What of life
penetration?
2. Buying second-hand articles of
3. Which powder do you consider any description is a gamble. You will
best for use in a revolver, smokeless or have to use your own judgment. If
blactc? Why?
Which do you consid the barrel is in perfect condition and
the action works properly you might
er the most harmful to the gun?
4. What causes the leading of a rifle take a chance.
3. No If the repeater is properly
barrel? What would you suggest as a
constructed it will shoot just as ac
remedy?
5. What is the*calibre and model of curately as a single shot.
4. Yes.
the rifles being used in the present war
5. In the .22 calibre nmfire sizes
by the German army?i |Bythe English?
J lesmok powuer is the more powerful.
By the French? By the Austrians?
6. What is the calibre of the rifles
being used at present by the j . ittd
States Army?
7. What gauge shotgun do you con
sider best for general purposes in this
state for small garae?ta^ * ^
8. What is the range of a 30-30 cart
ridge used in a rifle witn a 26-inch bar
rel?
9. Would you recommend a repeater
or a single shot rifle for target work?
With so many questions, space for
bids any but the briefest answers:
1. Lefaucheux Pin Fire shotguns in
various gauges about 1836.
2. “ General use” is a pretty broad
term. I should say a .38 calibre Mili
tary either Colt or Smith & Wesson Charles Graves, Boston,
2 deer
it
with a six-inch barrel. When used P. H. Lord, Portland, ■
1
it
with the S. & W. or Colt Special cart A. E. Dorr, Boston,
2
a
ridge the penetration is about seven W. A. Luscomb, Boston,
1
inches in soft pine.
H. L. Haskell, Benton,
1
3. Smokeless because it is as accur
4i
F L. Seabury, Bangor,
1
ate as black and long series of shots
<
1
John Turner, Bangor,
2
may be fired without cleaning. Smoke
€4
L
E.
Higgins,
Charleston,
2
less is more harmful to the barrel only
Wm. Otto, Jr., Paterson,
when the arm is neglected.
N. J.,
1 moose
4. Friction of the lead bullet on the
A.
Wkolieb,
Wyckoff,
N.
J.,
2 deer
barrel. A brass bristle brush will gen
“
F. J. Rich, Bangor,
1
erally remove leading.
“
Eddie
Wis
well,
Boston,
to
5. Germany: Mauser, Model 1898,
“
1
calibre .311. England: Short Lee-En- Eugene Gardner. Boston,
Oliver
C.
Small,
Madison,
1
moose
field, Model 1907, calibre. 303. France:
1 deer
Lebel, Model 1886, calibre .315. Aus Oliver C. Small, Madison,
“
1
tria: Mannlicher, Model 1895, calibre F. Baldwin, Waterville,
“
Hermon Cook, Deeding Jet., 2
.315.
6. United States uses the Model William Fanivetsberg, Deer-.
“
ing Jet.,
2
1903 Springfield chambered for the
“
S. W. Putnam, Fitchburg,
Model 1906, .30 calibre cartridge.
2
it
7. Twelve gauge is the most popu J. J. Rafause, Fitchburg,
2
lar.
H. B. Smith, New Brunswick,
it
8. Ultimate range is about three
N. J.,
2
tt
thousand three hundred yards.
T. N. Morrison, Bangor,
2
9. Repeater because it is just as ac W. M. Davis, Ellsworth
«
curate and is also useful for other pur
Fallsi,
2
it
poses.
Joseph Haynes, Bangor,
2
O. H. J., Jr., Friars Point, Miss.:
A. B. Haynes, Bangor,
“
2
I have a 1903 Springfield and I want Joseph Haynes, Bangor,
1 bear
to get a little information about the J. W. Roberts, Deering
sight on it.
Jot.,
1 deer
The sight is graduated to about 3,000 J. F. Allen, Deering Jet.,
"
2
yards when raised. I want to know Frank McKensie, Newport,
how to use this sight, when it is down Albert A. Mayo, Boston,
as well as up, especially at about 200 to Frank Mathew, Waterviille,
300 yards.
G. H. Patten, Plymouth,
When , the sight on the Springfield W. F. Carter, Plymouth;,
rifle is folded down it is then sighted H. R. Connelly, Lawrence,
right for approximately 500 yards, G. L. Kearney, Bangor,
which is what the Government calls a M. R. Connelly, Lynn,
“ battle sight.” When the sight is up, W. J. Brown, Portland,

SHIPMENTS

OF GAME

Shipments of Game Received at
Bangor the Past Week.

O. H. Hardaddee, Bar
S. A. Dempsey, Bangor,
W. M. Rosebush, Boston,
Harbor,
Bert Hartfort, Leads Jet.,
Mrs. Clifford Bean,
,
E. M. Davis, Brunswick,
A. A. Cock, Portland,
Simon Coleman, Boston,
Mrs. A. A. Cook, Portland,
W. H. Rusisieli, Lincoln,
M. Shea, Boston,
John E. Freming, Boston,
Charles O. Conner, Bangor, 1
T. N. Morrison, Bangor,
Anthony Bertend, Old
moose
Mr. Haines, Great Pond,
Town,
deer Ivor Tracy, Boston,
F M. Vi rgiie, Oreno,
W. Curtis, Bangor,
p] A. Tracy, Boston,
Mrs. M. M. Fowler, Boston,
Lela Tracy, Boston,
M. C. Fowler, Boston,
R. E. Tracy, Boston,
G. P. Stevens, Bangor,
F. A. Tuttle, Camden,
Joe Yelle, Boston,
Bert Harris, Old Town,
Fred M. George, Boston,
B. C. Harris, Bnownville,
1 bear
II. D. Small, Portland,
A. Webster, Camden,
R. J.Walsh, Bangor,
M. F. Round y, Wimnecook,
W. L. Gray, Unity,
George E. MeMumn, Bangor,
A. M. McLeod, Bangor,
John Clayton Co., Lincoln,
C. B. Small, Bangor,
Everett Liscomb, Bar
Harbor,
Israel Pireee, Bangor,
A. Hinckley, Bangor,
C. P. Nidholison, Ellington,
Conn.,
C. P. Nicholson, Ellington,
Tuesday was the laist day of the
Conn.,
1 bear
open season on deer, and the aJos. Arsenault, Old Town, 1 deer
mount received at the Maine Cen
W. Seaman, Oyster Bay,’
tral station at Bangor was 37 deer
N. Y„
and one bear, whicih raised the total
Percy J. Dutch, Kenniebumk,
for the season to 2431 deer, 80 bear
M O. Smith, Bangor,
and 65 moose as against 2405 deer,
J. B. Wood, Bangor,
51 moose and 17 bear received for
Fred McHig, Bangor,
the same period last year.
G. H. Dole, Sebago Lake,
All shipmentsi out of the state of
G. W. Stems, Aubumdale,
game animals will be stopped from
E W. Wentworth, Bangor,
now out and no game will be al
C. C. Adams, Boston,
lowed to be either bought or sold.
Batcbelder & Snyder,
1 bear
All transportation companies have re
W. D. Hinds, Portland,
ceived order not to receive ship
L. A. Plummer,
ments’ for out of the state destina
bear
Hyde Wheeler Co., Boston,
tions.
Marketmen who have deer
E. L. Dunn, Bangor,
deer
carcasses) on hand wiill be altowed
WT. L. Hodgkins, Old Town,
to sell the part which they
may
C. Hayward, Damariscotta,
have
left
but
otherwise
than
that
W. Wilson, East Newport.
no sales will be altowed.
E. M. Hammond, Bangor,
There have been thousands
of
S. L. Crosby, Bangor,
deer shot this fall and winter up
L. S. Wadleigh, Olid Town,,
to Tuesday with yet many to be
P. W. Brown, Old Town,
heard from, and it is impossible to
S. J. Buzzell, Old Town,,
estimate the number. It is thought
Joseph Longman, Boston,
that desp.te tire fa!ct that
tliere
George Longman, Boston,
have not been as many non-resident
S. L. Crosby, Bangor,
hunters gunning the Maine woods this
F. H. Gray, Newport,
year as in season® past, that there
G. M. Hilton, Boston,
may have been as many killed as
Swan & Newton, Boston,
j a year ago, for more local hunters
Mrs. Maud Folsom, Bangor,
than usual visited the forests tliis
J. W. Pront, HaJilowell,
! season.
The number of deer estiM. E. Ellis, Beverly,
; mated shot last year was
10,000.
A. A. Crafts, Boston,
! This would include the game shot in
C. M. Hight, Camden,
the backwoods districts by the farmEverett L. Price, Boston,
; era and their sons who, as a rule
Mrs. Ida Ireland, Norridgeare excellent shots, and nearly every
wock,
farmer’s son, living tn the- big game
Mrs. Fred Edgerley, South
; region secure annually their two deer
Gardiner,
for the family’s consumption.
A B. Crops, Monroe, Ohio,
Announcement has ljeea made that
A. Sellers, Philadelphia,
! game is scarce, but it isi believed by
J. W. Morrison, Toledo, O.,
well known guides that there was
H. J. Bassett, Bangor,
equally as much game roaming the
Albert Hall, Philadelphia,
forests cf Maine this yea:1 as a year
Roscoe Cole, Philadelphia, 1
ago, but it Ls a generally conceded
M
F. R. Grant, Boston,
1
fact that with the exception of bear,
A. N. Hunt, Boston,
1 bear ituer game was not to be found put
S. L. Crosby, Bangor,
1 deer in the clearings asi much as usual,
Frank E. Chase, Augusta,
1
preferring to keep concealed in the
it
Dr. Walter Nason,, Bangor, 1
swamps and. black growths of the
W. J. Lanigan, Waterville, 1
denser timbeffiands.
Irving C. Lyons, Boston,
1
As deer will be coming through
“
John P. Hawkes, Bangor,
1
for several days yet, the record of
Harry Young, Foxboro,
last year will be exceeded by a small
“
Mass.,
1
margin.
On account of the diver
“
Lester Gooden, Bangor,
1
sion of game shipments over new
W. S. Kimball, Bangor,
1
routes in the last few years, and
a
B. F. Hoar, Boston,
1
the transportation of much game by
W. Holbrook, Newport,
1
automobile, it is impossible now to
W. Hillman, Unity,
1
make estimates of the kill in the"
E. Hillman, Unity,
2
entire State a« formerly wasi done
C. Clougih,, Boston,
1
with the Bangor figures as a basis,
Mrs. George Littlefield,
but it is thought tliat no fewer than
Bangor,
1
7500 deer have been killed in Maine
Harry Howe & Co.,
thisi season.
Halildwell,
1 moose
The moose season closed an Nov.
J. M. McNulty, Bangor,
1 deer 30, with a record of 79 ^nimals in
“
J. Webber, Bangor,
2
spected at Bangor, compared with
“
J. B. Wing, Bangor,
’1
51 last year.
Bears have been very
tt
J. Larrabee, Old Town,
1
numerous this year, 64 having been
“
Walter Neally, Bangor,
1
received at Bangor against 17 last
“
Alfred Michaud, Bangor,
1
year.
Mrs!. C. D. Edmunds,
«
Bangor,
1
If the expected recommendations of
“
T. Hathorne, Bangor,
1
the inland fish, and game commis
"
S. L. Crosby, Bangor,
1
sion to the next legislature are fol
“
M. Ellis, Bingham,
1
lowed, the Maine game season that
“
H. Bonney, Waterville,
1
ended in the northern and eastern
“
A Bennett, Boston,
1
counties at 12 o ’clock Monday night,
W. Jamney, Philadelphia,
2
will be the Last of its kind for many
Benjamin Furman, Boston, 1
years.
The Legislature may place
W. W. Phillips, North
a close time cn moose for four or
Bangor,
2
six years, It may impaste a tax upon
G L. Tibbetts, North
non-resident fishermen, a small tax
Bangor,
2
upon resident hunters and resident
r. H. Workman, North
fishermen, as well as other minor
Bangor,
2
restrict ions.
T. S. Workman, North
Bangor,
1
(Continued on page fiv e ).

BIG GAME SEASON
IS NOW OVER

Deer Have Been Plenty. Better
Enforcement, Not More Legis
lation.

MAINE

C L A S S IF IE D
rant * word* in advance.

No headline or
di«pl*y- Subject* In a. b. c. order

SALE—Edison Dictating
,1,^6. In first Claaa condition.
,olfe a< Maine Wooda office.

maLo-

Committee
of
arrangements of
cond Annual Meeting:
a . M. G.
Soule, Augusta, Chairman; Prof M. H
Chrysler, Orono; Prof. Manton Cope
land, Brunswick; Prof. Frank D.
l'i bba, Bates College; Prof. H. P
Little, W atorville; Thomas A. James,
Augusta.
h allowing is the address delivered
hy Hon. H. B. Austin, chairman of
the Maine Inland Filsh and Game
C om m ission:

WANTED—Two Holstein heifers or
young cows.
Due to freshen In
gpriag. Ralph McLaughlin,
East
Though realizing my limitations, I
Madrid. Fanners' phone 27-24.
am indeed grateful for the opportun
ity afforded me of speaking to you
this evening upon the subject of
Came Conservation, which is, at the
present time, the subject of more
scientific thought and
investigation
than ever before in modem times.
Conservation, whether of our water
powers, our forests, our game or any
other of our natural resources, can
*
only be successfully inaugurated afte
thorough scientific investigation and
intelligent
research, otherwise it
The following program w as g iv en cannot be effective..

AUSTIN SPEAKS IN
LEGISLATIVE HALL

At the Second Annual Meeting of
Maine Academy of Science

&l the second annual m eeting o f th e
Maine Academy of Scien ce, at L eg
islative Hall, State H ouse, A u gusta,

December 11 and 12:

W hile the conservation of any of
cur natural resources is closely re
lated to—and in a measure dependent
upon—that of every other, I shall
speak only o f that which relates to
our game, and in order to do so I
will go over briefly the history of
American game.

9.30 a. m., m eeting of E xecu tive
Council.
10.30 a. m., business m eeting.
Paper: “Tire M aine A cadem y of
Science as a H igher
School of
PR IM ITIV E CONDITIONS
Scientific Research and E ducation ,”
by Mr. N. B. Tracy, Auburn, Me.
For many years after* our country
Paper: “The E ffect of Color in fimt began to be settled by the white
the environment on the color chang man, almost an unbroken, forest cov
es of the Florida C ham eleon, Anolds ered that portion east of the Mis
cirollnenste,’’ by Prof. M enton Cope sissippi, and west of the great river
land, Professor of B iology, B ow doin lay a trackless prairie extending to
College.
the foothills
of the Rocky Moun
Address: “The F orests of M aine, tains.
by Hon. Blaine S. V iles, A ugusta, These vast forests, whose soli
State Land Agent and F orest Com tudes only were invaded by the In
missioner and m em ber of Board of dian and a few pioneers, afforded an
Commissioners of Inland F ish eries ideal refuge for a great abundance of
and Game.
wild creatures, and while both
the
7.30 p. m., Address: “G am e Con pioneer with his flint-lock and the
Miration.” by Hon. H arry B. A us Indian with his bow and arrow drew
tin, Phillips, Chairman of B eard of upon this game for hiis daily supply
Commissioners of Inland F ish eries ->f meat, neither slew wantonly or
and Game.
wastefully, and under such conditions
Illustrated Lecture:
“B irds of Nature easily kept up the supply. But
Maine and their relation to A gricul as population increased and the for
ture,” hy Hon. H erbert K. Job, S tate ests were converted into fields and
Ornithologist of Connec ticut and in pastures, the number of hunters rap
charge of Department of ^ Applied idly increased and together with such
Ornithology of the N ational A sso cia  increase the area of the game re
tion of Audubon S ocieties. T h is wild fuge as rapidly decrSSsed, and even
bo a rare opportunity to hear Mr. under such conditions Nature held
Job in this State.
her own for generations and that, too,
Saturday, Decem ber 12, 9.30 a. m ., without the aid of restrictive laws.
Paper: “Domestic S cien ce ” by M iss Moose, elk, deer, wild
turkeys,
Evelyn Maude M ason, A ugusta.
pigeons, quail and grouse were in
Papers: “T he A nnals o f T hree
abundance i n the
eastern
time Hermit T hrushes” and “T he great
states, while millions of buffalo, elk
Chronicle of a tam e O live-backed r d antelope roamed the prairies of
Thrush’' by Miss C ordelia J. S ta n -! rthe
west.
wood, of Ellsworth.
During
these early years hunting
Paper: “How the Schools, can help
was engaged in purely as a means
In the Development of th e Natural
Resources of the S tate,” by Prof. , of furnishing sustenance and its de
Ray W. Tobey, of T he Good W ill velopment as a sport was very grad
ual up to the middle of the last
Schools, Hinckley, Me.
The officers are: G eorge R. H ow e, | century.
President, Norway;
T hom as A. |
James, Corresponding S ecy., A n gus - 1 Gr adual Devel opment of H u nt i n g
ta; Miss Harriet Abbott. R ecording Hunting as a sport seems to have
Secy, and Treas., Fryeburg.
been indulged in by
wealthy
Executive Council: T h e officers as first
southern planters and by those mem
above, and Mrs. Fannie H. A ckstorm ,
of the nobility who had hunted
Chairman of O rnithological S ectio n , bers
abroad before coming to America,
Brewer; Prof. M. H. C hrysler, Chairit was confined to this class,
dan of Botanical Section, Orono; and
largely during the first two
cen
Prof. .K. F. H tch fag s, Chairm an of turies of our history.
Entomological Section, Orono; Harty A. M. Trickey, Chairman of Phyisi The fast increasing wealth of our
cal Science Section, Bangor;
Prof- people during the latter half of the
Menton Copeland, Chairm an of Zoo last century, however, was creating a
leisure class and this, together with
logical Section, Brunsiwlcik.

William F. N y e

is th e g re a t

est authority on refined oils in the
world. He was the first b o ttle r; has
the largest business and

N Y O IL

>s the best oil he has ever m ade.
N Y O IL
.

HAS N O E Q U A L .

Beware of scented mixtures called
°'l. Use NYOIL on everything
where a light oil is needed. It pre
vents rust and gives perfect lubrica
tion.
Sportsmen, use it liberally on
vour firearms and your rod. You will
find it by far the best. Hardware and
sporting goods dealers sell it in* large
bottles (cheaper to buy) at 25 c. and
>ntrial sizes at 10 p. Made by
WM

F. N Y E ,

New Bedford, Mass.

mankind’s pronenesls to revert to Na
ture, had much influence in making
the sport of hunting popular.
The love of hunting is inherent and
comes down to us through countless
generations o f ancestor® who htad
to kill that- they and theirs might
live, and
only a small spark is
needed to kindle this desire to kill
and the love of the chase iTi most
normal men.
Year by year a period of neoreat on lias become more and more a
necessity to men in almost all walks
of life, and a rapidly increasing num
ber are taking such recreation in
our woods and naturally are draw
ing heavily upen our game resourc
es, and to-day in the country the
man or hoy who does not hunt or
fish is the exception to the gener
al rule.
Coincident
with
the growth of
hunting as a sport came the develop
ment of the highways and the exten
sion o f the railroads into hitherto
remote and unsettled sections, mak
ing the haunts o f game readily ac
cessible to the rapidly increasing
number o f hunters.

WOODS, P H I L L I P S ,

M A I N E , D E C E M B E R 17, 1914.
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in his field® and woods is as much the Maine wardens know that in
of an asset to him as is his poultry general they are as honest, conscien
The completion of the first trans and he will do his share towards tious and hardy a set of men as
continental railway ■less than fifty gam© protection.
oi e would care to know.
There is
years ago sounded the death knell of
When the sporting camp
owner little that is spectacular about their
America's- largest ga^ne animal, the learns, as many of them have, that work, like that of the
Canadian
bison, which from, countless thou the live deer feeding on the shores of mounted police,but they are a typi
sands in 1866 became extinct as a his Lake through the summer months cal state.of Maine men, accustomed
game animal in Less than twenty is a much greater asset to him to Life in the open air, ready to go
years, or in 1883.
than a dozen carcasses hanging on anywhere to enforce the law, 'often
In .1881 I safw a 'herd of buffalo his piazza in the fall, lie will do through the woods for miles on
not twenty miles from the North his part towards conservation.
snowshoes and ever ready to meet
ern Pacific Railroad, at that time
Thousands of summer visitors are the most determined poacher. Their
building in Montana, which, number interested in the sign? of wild Life a- position is no sinecure, and is often
ed thousands and dotted the prairie bcut their summer stopping places thankless, except for the realiza
for miles.
I saw their swollen bod and are hunting during their vaca tion of duty well performed. Many
ies rotting in the sun where they tion with the camera instead of the of them are ex-guides and are thor
had been left by hunters (I can rifle, and the stories told of their ex oughly interested in the work of
hardly call them sportsmen)
who periences in Maine, often accompan conserving the game to the good olid
killed simply fo the lust of killing ied by photographs, are a tremendous state of Maine.—Bangor Commercial.
and who did not value their vict advertising agency not only for at
ims even enough to remove their tracting summer vacationists but the
hide®.
Construction trains (were hunters who follow them.
frequently fenced to stop to
let
When cur people finally realize the
the herds crosis the track in their indisputable fact that the game of
drifting around and seeking the a state belongs to the whole people
beet pasturage.
oi. that state, and not solely to the
They were shot from
horseback, probably less than three per cent
firm the ground, and even
from of them who desire to kill that
blackboards, and by hunting part game, then, and then only,
shall
Fred Brown, who was born a slave
ies numbering from two persons to w° have game laws not dictated in
forty.
the main by that small portion of in the South,, has again secured a
The result was inevitable;
the the people who are game kilters.
position in the State House, after
In closing I will cite a few in being out of the service for a few
railroads had made the buffalo range
easy to reach and in less than two stances where restriction laws have
years.
Chairman Harry B. Austin
years none were left except a few restored Nature’s balance and have
of
the
Fish
and Game Commission
bought back in abundance species
in our National Parks.
recently
assigned
him to the janiBut you may say that they would which were on the very brink of
have had to go eventually to make extinction.
torship of the State Museum. Mr.
In 1875, owing to the general prac Brown was for 26 years one of the
way for advancing civilization which
i« true, but self-restraint and intel tice of crust hunting in March, it
night watchmen at the Capitol. He
ligent conservation would have pre was found that mcose had practically
served them for at least a generat disappeared from the state and the is 74 years of age and is a native
five of Maryland. Before the Civil War
io n , and tiie extent of o u t unsettl legislature that year placed a
The he was the property of George Hened domain even now is such that years’ close time upon them.
this noble game might have still result was that the decade from 1880 ry Woodward, who had a large es
moose
been hunted in moderation by the i- 1890 afforded the best
tate to the vicinity of Chesapeake
''Jilting ever had in recent years.
present generation.
In 1893 beaver, one of our most bay, and at the commencement of
The practical extinction of the
elk arid the antelope has fallowed interesting animals, were nearly ex-j the war went to Louisiana with some
a.-- a matter of couee, though not so tinct, few, if any, young men then of his slaves and resided there un
rapidly as that cf the buffalo, simp living ever having seen one; that til the capture of the city by
ly because these animals
inhabit year a perpetual close time was Gen. Butler.
He came to Au
In five
years i
less accessible places and usually in placed upon them.
gusta
to
1864
with
the 15th Maine
they began to show up in remote
much smaller groups.
Among the bird®, the prairie chick sections; in ten years they were Regiment, then to command of Col.
He was
en, the wild turkey,- the plover and plentiful and to-day they are num Isaac Dyer of Skowliegan.
many varieties of water fowl are erous enough to be a menace to formerly to the employ of James G.
going the way of the larger game sianding timber in many settled Blaine.
Shortly aftter h ’s arrival
— victims not so much of advancing towns.
in
Augusta,
Mr. Brown marled Julia
These two instances only go to
civilization as cf man’s until inking
McDonald,
who
was
formerly a
shew how very little help Nature i
selfi'Sthimess and commercialism.
slave,
a
native
of
Tennessee,
and
demands
in
order
to
hold
her
own
!
In the east our largest game aniimal, the moose, which formerly ; against great odds' and leads all jhad been brought here by Ger. O.
was abundant in most states north of us who are interested in this O. Howard.
Mr. Brown carries a
of Virginia and the Ohio river, is important subject to hope that it is
bullet to his/ neck, received during
found in any numbers only in our rot yet too late to preserve to poster
own state, Maine being the only state ity s*ome of these benefits which the Red River engagement. It is so
near the jugular veto that it hast
east of Minnesota where their kiilin many of us hold so lightly.
Enlightened public opin'on, self-re never been considered safe to extract
v‘ any season is allowed by law.
I will not touch upon the extinc straint and a generous outlcok to it.—Kennebec Journal.
tion of the passenger pigeon, whose ward the future will conserve the
numbers were estimated in billions game of Maine for many generations
only a few years before they were to. come.
entirely gone from the continent,
for that is a matter regarding which
We have several fine specimens of
young native deer which we offer for
much has been written, and which
sale at $25 each, delivered to express
has been exhaustively treated by
company.
those more familiar with the fact
Address Inquiries to
and its cause tillan I am.
( Continued from page four) .
Commissioners of Inland Fisheries
Practical Extinction of Species.

APPOINTED JANITOR
STATE MUSEUM

LIVE DEER FOR SALE

BIG GAME SEASON IS OVER

The

and
Augusta,

Remedy

And new we come to the question
ci what should be done to preserve
a3 far as possible that game which
we have left to us and which we
are in duty' bound to pass on to
coming generations as little deplet
ed as is consistent with the duties
we owe ourselves.
Nature lovers, sportsmen and scien
tists are discussing schemes of game
conservation ait the present day more
than ever before and certain fun
damentals are agreed upon, namely,
—that the number of hunters is in
creasing yearly, that restrictive leg
islation must help to meet this in
crease, that where any variety of
game approaches extinction curtail
ing of the bag limit is not a suffi
cient remedy, but that a long per
iod of absolute protection is neces
sary, that market hunting must be
outlawed as far as possible.
But no (Legislation can he effec
tive unless backed by an enlighten
ed public opinion, and I am glad to
say that during the past few years
there has! been a great change in
public opinion on
these matters,
and I believe that the more infor
mation. our people have upon
this
subject the more insistent will be
come the demand for conservation..
It is easy to interest our children
in the daily lives of our wild creat
ures and such interest is inevitably
followed by a friendly feeling for
them and a desire to observe rath
er than to kill.
Teach the farmer who caters to
the sportsman that the live game

The aim of this legislation is of
course to conserve the mcose and
deer of the state but there are Maine
guides and others familiar with game
conditions in the state who say that
the game would be better protected
if the present laws were better en
forced.
It is pointed out that a great deal
of jacking is done in the woods, a
fact that can be attested to by talk
ing with hunters who have returned
from the woods.
Some of the jackers are even bold enough to ship
the game they have killed to Bangor,
to have it passed upon by the ward
en,s.
Deer and moose that are
jacked can be recognized in
most
oases by the location of the bullet
wound, which generally is within
a few inches of the a/n'mial’si eyes,
Ju front.
On the part of the intend game
commuhisision, it may be argued that
to put enough, game wardens cn duty
to effectually prevent jacking of
dr er and moose would be at a cost
that would be prohibitive from the
taxpayer’s standpoint.
In the state
of Maine, there are something over
20,000 square miles of wildlands, and
to supervise that territory so as to
corral men who hunt in the woods
at night would be pretty near im
possible.
Game wardens are often inwardly
convinced that deer and moose have
been jacked, from the bullet wounds
in frqpt near the eyes, but to prove
that the game has been lllegailily kill
ed is another matter entirely.
Those who are acquainted with

Game,
Maine

FOXES W AN TED
Alive, unhurt, all kinds, old or young. Also
mink, marten and fisher. Will handle above
named animals at all times of year. Write or
wire w> at you have to offer, stating lowest
price. Fur farmers wanting stock should write
me for prices and information before buying.
M. F. STEVENS,
Dover, Maine
Tel. 64.15

WE GUARANTEE TO INCREASE
YOUR CATCH GF RAW FURb IF
OUR BAITS ARE USED. With each
bottle we give a written guarantee,
and if not satisfied your mon#y will be
returned. We must please you or lose
money.
5000 BOTTLES HAVE ALREADY
BEIN SOLD AND NOT ONE TRAP
PER HAS ASKED FOR HIS MONEY
BACK.
________
ANIMAL ATTRACTOR
will lure all flesh eating animals such as
the raccoon, mink, skunk, cive+, erm
ine, wolf, fox, lynx, opossum, martin,
etc. Price (100-150 sets) $1.00 postpaid.
MUSKRAT ATTRACTOR
For luring muskrats only. Price (100150 sets) $1.00 postpaid.
BEAVER ATTRACTOR
For luring beaver only. Price (100-150
sets)$1.00 postpaid.
TRAIL SCENT
For making trails to and from sets.
Very powerful odor. Economical to
use. Price $1.00 postpaid.
3 Bottles $2.50
6 Bottles $5.00
DON’T WASTE YOUR TIME AND
MONEY WITH BAITS THAT MAY
OR MAY NOT BE GOOD. USE AT
TRACTORS AND BE SURE OF RE
SULTS—AN INCREASED CATCH.

Animal Attractor Company,
Stanwood, Iowa, Box M.
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GEN. ELLIOTT C.
DILL PROMOTED
Friends cf Gen. Elliott C. Dill,
who a year ago resigned liis position
as adjutant general cf the state of
Maine to accept that of assistant
sales' manager of the United States
Cartridge Co., with an office in Bos
ton; will he gratified to learn that he
has been promoted to the position of
sales manager cf the company with
headquarters in New York City.

NATIONAL BIRD
V- RESERVATIONS

WAIMEA VALLEY, KAUAI.

AN A N G LE R S PARADISE
From an angler’s standpoint, no
more perfect spot in the world can
be imagined than Hawaii.
The Is
land waters teem with game fish of
great variety and size.
When one
considers that the fish of these islands
were first officially recorded as early
as 1782 by Broussoneit from specimens
obtained during Captain Cook’s third
voyage to Hawaii and that the United
States Fish Commission have already
described 447 distinct species of fish
belonging to the region of the Hawaii
an! stands, exclusive of deepsea fislh,
embracing a large number of the giant
mackerel® such as the swordfish, tuna,
ocean bonito and albacore, it is sur
prising that the excellent sport of
game fishing with rod and' reel in

Hawaiian waters has not been given io j side of the Island of Hawaii, is
public.ty both locally and on the main another center of important game f'sh
?,g; this place was Jong the summer
land.
residence of the ancient
Hawaiian
c' let's, whose time was largely devot
ISLAND FISHING GROUNDS
ed to fishing along this shore, where
perfect water can be found for a dis
A greater number of offshore fishin
tance of fifty miles. Swordfish, ulua,
banks, shoals, reefs and channels are
tuna, bonito and dolphin are plentiful
located in close proximity to all the
in these waters; some fine catches cf
Islands; . these fishing grounds, in an
game fish have also been taken off
cient times, were apportioned by the
the Puna Coast and the waters conti
King among his principal warrior
guous to Hilo on the Island of Hawaii.
chiefs, retainiu:g, however, a con
siderable number for bis own food
supply and sport. The town of Laliaina, situated- near the
northwest
point of the Island of Maui, once th
Captial of the Kingdom, was memor
able in part history as a favorite
place of the Maui sovereigns, more
particularly on account of its celebrat
ed fishing grounds.
As many as 150

AUGUSTA

HUNTER S RETURN

A party of Augusta hunters in which
were W. S. Knowles, Lee Ayersi, E.
rl. Tillscn, Ray Tillson and H. W.
Greeley cf North Augusta ha vie re
turned from their annual hunting trip
in the neigihborboicd cf Lake Moxie
and all brought back seine of the
spoils of the chase, Mr. Knowles, E.
H. Tillson and Mr. Greeley getting
two deer each, while Ray Tillson and
Lee Ayers brou lit one each.

ROYAL PALM AVENUE
Other fishing grounds ire at Waiman
ale and Kailua Bay, on the Island of
Calm and at Waimea and Hanalei Bay
cn the Island of Kauai.

IF Y O U

LOSE

YOUR

YOUR

W IFE

DOG F I N D H E R .

HAVE

MOOSEHEAD
LAKE CLOSES
Word received from Greenville,
Monday, a week, by Gen. Passenger
Agent Houghton of the B. & A., is
to the effect that the big lake, which
s one of the very last in Maine to
yield to the influences of approaching
winter, closed Sunday night and all
lake traffic oil Mcosehead is thus at
an end for the 1914 season.
This
vast sllieet of water, 40 miles from
end to end and 13 miles across at
its widest point, offers a magnifi
cent sjpeotaole when frozen
over
which some, at least of its inhabi
tants, fail to appreciate for a time.
These are they who are marooned
by the freezing, until after ten days
or a fortnight, the ice becomes firm
enough for travel.
From then until
spring there is abundant traffic over
its surface and, after the first of
February, considerable ice fisliiing.
Should there now come a severely
ct Id spell, the time of isolation for
the residents on its borders will be
materially shortened.

When you forget just where you
promised to meet your wife just have
COCOAN IT GROVE
the family dog called in and lie’ll help
you.
This is the prescription indors
whaling vessels, during the old-time ed by Mark E. Brown of Manchester,
whaling days, have been in this har N. H., who was homeward bound after
bor at one time.
Some seven miles an exciting sojourn in New York. He
west of Lali ain a, across the
Auau
stopped at the Prince George Hotel
Channel, a stretch of deep blue lee
and
a short time before train time re
water, twenty miles long, lies the Is
land of Lanai, noted for its yellowtai' membered that his wife had asked hi
tuna, albacore and a species of king- to call for her at a Herald square
fisih.
To the southwest of Lanai is j department store.
tue Island of Kahoolawe,
connected j
with Maui by the smooth waters o f 1 The ticketc were bought, together
the Kea’ aikal iki Channel fifteen mile j with accommodations on the train,
wide, and also Molokini Island, three and other arrangements had been
miles to the westward of Kahoolawe. made for a shooting trip. Suddenly
The Japanese fishermen make reguia Mr. Brown thought of his fox terrier,
He knew that the dog could
trips in their sampans from Honolulu Gyp.
t. these channels, some eighty miles cover ground far faster than lie and 2jmiiiiiiiMMiiiiiimiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiimmniiiiii!iiiiiiitiiiii!t
d:stant, returning with large catches that if he took the dog i!n an, automo
of fish to that market. Pailolo Channel bile to several of the large department
between the Island of Maui and Molo stores Gyp could run around to find
W illi a m T e ll
makes— the digestible, whole
kai, is another excellent
fishing Mrs. Brown. According to Mr. Gut- 1
some crust that brings every
ground for large game fisili and within terson, assistant manager of the
434 Congress St.,
one back for a second piece.
easy access of Laliaina.
In many Prince George, Gyp discovered his
n
’
stress
waiting
outside
the
door
of
| PORTLAND, MAINE I
They like William T ell cake
respects the Island of Maui, on which
just as well, and William Tell
Laliaina is situated, is the most in a large department store at Thirty- | Erected in 1911, and p o s itiv e ly th e only |
bread, biscuits and muffins.
Fireproof Hotel in the City
teresting island of the Hawaiian group third street and Broadway.
| Elevator
Service. P rivate and Public |
The reason ? Ohio Red Winter
tc the traveller.
It combines in
Mr. Brown had told the dog to find | Baths and every convenience for the com- 1
Wheat and a special process of
probably greater degree the natural her, and Gyp did so in time for Mr. | fort o f guests including
milling obtainable only in
characteristics and attractions of alii and Mrs. Brown to catch the
train. ! HOT AND COLD RUNNING I
(27)
the islands than any other single one Mr. Gutte-rson, declared that the dog j WATER AND LOCAL AND I
Its wide range of climate, caused by da.sihied from one door to another and 1 LONG
DISTANCE TELE|
the varying conditions of rainfall! and when at last he saw Mrs. Brown, he 1 PHONE IN EVERY ROOM I
by altitude rising gradually from the caught her skirt in his teeth and led | S PL EN D ID R E S T A U R A N T CONNECTED 1
sea to over 10,000 feet in the extinct her to the waiting automobile in which | F E A T U R IN G PO U L A R PRICE M ENUS 1
crater of Haleakaia—the largest in the Mr. Brown was seated.
Mr. Brown | American Plan $ 2 .5 0 per day. npward 1
world—makes it one of the most' de sent a telegram to Mr. Gutterson tell | European Plan $ 1 .0 0 per day. upw ard 1
H Letter* o f Inquiry r**Rr<ilnir retee e t c ., prom ptly en iw e re d §
C. H. McKenzie T r a di n g Co.,
lightful spots anywhere to be found. ing of the c lev ernes si of the fox | H. E. THURSTON. R. F. HIM M ELEIN. 1
Phillips, Maine.
<
Proprirto-s.
Kailua in the district oif Kona, on the terrier.

People Like Pie

Especially when the crust
is the crisp, flaky, tender
kind that

Washington, D. C., Dec. 7.—The
annual report of the Bureau of Bio
logical Survey of the U. S. Depart
ment of Agriculture contains, the fol
lowing statement with regard to Nati >nal Bird Reservations:
Two national bird reservations have
been established by Executive order
during the past year—An alio Island,
in northwestern Nevada, and Smith
Island, in Washington—making to
date a, total of 65 reservations.
Conditions on most of the important
bird reservations during the past yeai
have been favorable.
MOSQUITO INLET, FLORIDA—An
experiment in feeding waterfowl at
this reservation was. made early in
l.he spring in an endeavor to induce
birds to remain on the
reservation
where they would be undisturbed. A
quantity of shelled corn and other
food was placed in the water by th«
warden, and while the experiment
was not carried far enough to fully
determine its efficacy, the reports
indicate that feeding earlier in the
season and on a larger scale
will
probably prove successful.
NIOBRARA, NEBR.,— On this reser
vation 24 Chinese ringmeck pheasants
were placed, which were obtained
from the Oregon fish and game com
mission; and 12 Canadian wild geese
secured in the vicinity of Charleston,
Mo., where the birds are raised chief
ly for live decoys.
.^
PELICAN ISLAND, FLA.,—An extraordinary phenomenon on the Pel
ican Island Reservation, following an
unusually early nesting, was the de
sertion of young birds by their par
ents before they were able to care
for themselves. Investigations failed
to give a satisfactory solution of the
cause of this singular action upon the
part of the parent birds.
Pelicans
are usually devoted parents.
FORRESTER ISLAND, ALASKA.—
At this reservation the bureau main
tained regular warden service as Jn
former years, during the fashing rea
son, to prevent disturbance o f hind
life.
Co-operation here between the
Bureau of Fisheries and the National
Association of Audubon Societies re
sulted in the first investigation of
the economic relations of
various
species of birds on the island, with
particular reference to their feeding
on fish.
A novel and important feature in
connection witli reservations has beeo
the taking of moving pictures of bird
life.
Permits to “ hunt with
the
camera” are granted only after eggs
have hatched, and operators are al
lowed to work only when accompan
ied by a warden, in o-rdeir that
the birds may not be unduly disturb
ed.
The three reservations visited
for this purpose were Malheur Lake
ar.d Klamath Lake, Oregon, and Clear
Lake, Cal.
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! Catering to "Up State” Folks 1

ke«CHASE HOUSE!

William Tell
Flour
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Stomach Trouble Relieved
A disordered stomach
many ills. For 6o years.

brings

“L. F.” Atwood’s Medicine

has proven a never-failing remedy
for ‘ ‘sick” stomachs and digestive
complaints.
Hart land, Me.
“ My husband’s stomach troubled him bad-

ly . H e could not eat. and prescriptions fail
ed to (tetp him. He tried ' L . F- Atwood’s

Medicine, and was greatly improved be
fore lie had taken three bottles.
[signed] M rs.J. R . I,ary
P reven t sickness by keeping your sys
tem toned up with ‘ L. F, Atwood’s
Medicine.
Druggists Dig Bottle
35c. Sample liottle Mailed F R E E .
L. F.” Medicine Co.

Portand, Me.
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must traverse extensive areas in the ptarmigan,
shore birds:, and water! ^
> X
DOC D O C
DOC
DXXZ
course of his work, frequently under fowl should begin on August 15 in-1
the most adverse conditions. T ie per- stead of September 1, as these birds!
sonn,el of the game-protection service j have generally taken Ti g: t for south-j
is excellent; the wardens are dililge t j ern regions before t e latter date; thet
a.nd endeavor at all times to enforce
urty for killing wovles be pro
Some of the Alaska game laws) as tile law and regulations with judge- j vidcd, in order to exterminate these
T ousands of animals, which are rapidly destroying
compiled l:y J. F. A. Strong of Jun- ment and f delity.
eeu, governor of Alaska, October 1, miles’ are travelled during the year t e deer of south east ern Alaska.
by land and water, in steamers
and
Under the operatic® cf ti e game
1914:
by the
The first law for the protection of small boats, and on foot, on horse law all moneys received
game in Alaska was approved June 7, back, and by dog team, and not in governor’s off ce for the issuance of
1902.
This act was imperfect in frequently the warders must ca n y hunting licenses, shipping permits,
x x :
macy important particulars, and, al tents, food, and the usual impedimen and guide licenses are covered di
though it was liberally amended in ta when off the frequented routes of rectly into the United States Treas
ury, the total receips for the fiscal
1908, many of the incongru ties and travel.
During the past year there have year being $4,550.
ancmal es were suffered to remain.
They are still there, and the recom been a number of successful prosecu
AMENDMENTS SUGGESTED
mendations that have been made tions of persons charged with tie
from time to time having far their unlawful killing of moose and cari
A number of amendments to the
object the enactment of a simple but bou in interior Alaska and cf deer
practical game law suited to the con ar.d goats in the southeastern and game law were also suggested in the
report cf this,' office for the fiscal
ditions obtaining in the different geo- southwestern sections.
year 1913, among them the follow ng,
gaphical and climatic divisions of
Alaska have proved unavailing. The R E L A T I V E A B U N D A N C E O F G A M E which, if enacted, would greatly aid
in the administration of the law and
maintenance of wild life requires the
From reports received at this of the preservation cf the game of
combined wisdom and activities of all
These are again submitted
interested persons. The preservation fice from the game wardens and Alaska.
of the game animals and birds of Alasi- other persons it may be stated that for your consideration:
ka is therefore a matter that properly the number cf game animals is net
Secticn 5 provides that “ it shall
belongs to the Territorial Legislature. diminishing in Alaska, with the ex be unlawful
for anynon-resident
The Territorial Legislature is compos ception of deer on some of the is * * * to hunt any of the game ani
ed cf representatives frcm the dif lands of southeastern Alaska and pos mals protected by this act, except
ferent judicial divisions of
Alaska, sibly mountain sheep and goats. The deer and goats, without first obtain
and they have an intimate knowledge later species of animals, however are ing a hunting license * *
While
of the conditions existing
therein, probably increasing in the Cook Inlet a non-resident may hunt deer and
and therefore better qualified' to leg country, where their killing has been goats without a license, no provision
The decrease in the is made for him to take trophies of
islate upon this and kindred matters prohibited.
than is the Congress. Regulations: un number cf deer on the islands of the hunt cut of the Territory. The
der the law that are suited to the southeastern Alaska is no doubt due result is that while a number of
g;uue cond Iti ohe in on e g eo.grapli ic di- in part to destruction by wolves. In non-residents hunt deer and goats
vlslon of the Territory may be al this connection the following excerpt every year, they are unable to take
together unsiuited to another.
For is taken from a letter received at their trophies away with them, and
r~~ ~ T
instance, an open season for the kill this office from the Itev. David Wag there is a needless waste of game
ing of waterfowl beginning Septem goner, for many years a missionary a$d trophies.
Little supervision can
ber 1 meets the conditions found on at Klawcck, on Prince of Wales Is be exercised over these hunters, and
the Pacific coast of Alaska, but is land:
no revenue is derived.
It
would
unsuited to the interior
and
to
Myobservation
in the last five se°m that no reason exists for per
northwestern Alaska, for the reason years is that I have not seen a deer mitting the killing of deer an goats
that wild fowl have generally migrat track in the snow that was not without first obtaining a hunting
ed to more southerly localities by followed by a wolf track.
Once I license, or at least that some pro
the beginning of September.
saw^ a fawn chased by a wolf.
The vision. should be made for issu ng
:d o c
Under the existing law the brown |wolf gave up the chase when it saw shipping licenses for trophies taken'
bear is classified as a game animal
me.One native says that he has by non-residents, who are net now re
aid is protected. On the
other! seen,
from one to four carcasses of quired to take cut hunting -licenses.
say unjust.
It is particularly un- where there is reason to believe that
hand, the black bear
is denominated deer that bad been killed by wolves The slecond paragraph of section 5 just to a per si n who has been a game killed in violation of the law is
a fur-bearing animal
and may be every time he has hunted. Five provides, among other things, for resident cf the Territory for a num- secreted.
Some cf the
United
killed at any time.
Is there
any years ago it was my lot to see deer si ipplng licenses tp be issued to res her of years and who f.nally decided States ccmmissicners, before
whom
sound reason for this discrimination? upon the beach every trip* that
idents of the Territory who wish to to go to the States and wishes! to game violations are tried, have re
One sl ip trophies.
Both species are found indiscriminate made along the wesit coast.
Three kinds of li take Ills trophies Iwitih him.
Few fused to issue search warrants when
ly on the mainland and on the is t'me I saw 40 deer upon the beach censes, are required: (1) A $40 li have all, or even one of each, of the applied fer, on the ground that such
This was cense covering the heads or trophies k;nds, of tl:o,ge covered by the
lands of the coast.
The black ^>ear in a distance of 8 miles.
$40 can net be granted for violations of
Since 1911 I have only f 1 moo.se, if killed north of latitude license ard many have only a brown th game law.
Is an inoffensive beast; the brown about 1909.
If this1contention be
bear is vicious and destructive, and, seen 3 deer all told, upon the beach C2 degree, 4 deer, 2 caribou, 2 sheep. bear skin, and a deer, goat, caribou, correct, the law should be amended,
I travel on 2 goats, and 2 brown bears; (2) a $1 or sheep head.
so far as killing it is concerned, it of Prince cf Wales,
for it is: meet desirable that game
to 6.- license permitting the shipment of a
should be placed in the same class- the west coast from 3,000
It would seem that the law would wardens: and other officers working
ification as the black bear; or, if it 000 miles yearly.
When I came to signle head or trophy of caribou or not be in serious danger of violation for the enforcement of the game
be deemed absolutely essential to the country in 1901 we could eas- sheep; (3) a. $5 license permitting if residents of Alaska were permitted law should have the right to invoke
protect any of the brown-bear family, ily get a deer anywhere we went the shipment cf a single head or mere latitude in the matter of ship- tl e add o,f the search warrant when
that species found on Kodiak Island in the woods? To-day there are only trap! y of any deer, goat, or brown ping licenses. • For instance, if if they have the necessary informatmight be protected during a portion a few places where we can get deer bear.
Under the law there are ap t! ey were permitted to obtain one $41) ion upon whieh to make the affhof the year.
However, I do not at all, and then only with difficulty, parently three classes of licenses pro license, or two $10 and two $5
li- davit or shewing before the comdeem it advisable to afford any pro- because they are so few.
T'ris is vided: (1) Hunting licenses to non censes, in any cne calender year, a missicnerh
tection to these animals, as in any!not due to killing by the inhabitants) residents; (2) shipping
licenses to larger revenue would be derived than
case there is little danger of their ' ncr to the severe winters,
though resdents, including the three kinds at present and many game trophies
H U N TIN G LICENSES
both have contributed to the scarcity. a bove.mentioned; and (3)
becoming extinct.
special which are now permitted to go to
The natives buy ten times as much moose-shipping licenses, for moose waste would be utilizedi In the fiscal year 1914 the nummeat from the shops as they did trophies taken south of latitude
ADMINISTRATION
Section 3 of the game law limits ber cf non-resident hunters obtain10 years ago.
They would not do 62 degrees.
The paragraph referred the number cf each kind of game ing hunting licenses was 26, cf whomIn a country of such vast size as this! if they could get deer as eas to contains1 the following limitation: animals which may be killed in any 24 were citizens of the United States
It takes so long “ Not more than one general license one year by any person, with the and 2 were residents1of foreign counAlaska, with a relatively sparse popu ily as before.
lation and many diverse physical and |to get a deer now that they can and two special mcose-shipping li exceptiton cf mountain goats,
for tries,.
In, the fiscal year 1913 the
other conditions, it js always to be : net afford the time frcm theiir work censes shall be issued to any one whioh there seem® to be no limit number of non-residents taking out
expected that there will be violations at the canneries
person in one year.” Evidently the other than by inference from the bunting licenses was 36, o f 'whom
of the game law.
However, it may
In the moose country, on Kenai “ general’' license referred to under Jnumber which a hunting license 25 were citizens, of the United states
be stated that such violations are not Peninsula, these animals are in the law includes the three kinds of permits a ncu-resident to kill, which; and 11 were residents of
foreign
oumercus. The law in some respects creasing in number, due in large sl ipping licenses ($40, $10, and $5) is 3.
An amendment to this sec- countries.
Residents of Alaska are
is liberal, ,inasr uch as natives, min part to the efficiency with, which above mentioned.
It would seem, to ticn specifically limiting the num- not. required to take out bunting li
ers, or explorers may kill any game the game law is enforced and to follow, then, that each one of these ber of goats which may be killed is censes', even in the Kenai Peninsula,
animal or bind, when in need of food, its observance by hunters and oth licenses is a “ general” license, and needed.
j
af any time.
Also, generally speak ers.
In recent years, toward the under the limitation quoted above on
Secticn 4 of the law relates to the
ing, there Is a disposition on the latter part of the winter, in sea ly one such license may be issued to sale of game meat and, especially
Part of the people of the Territory to sons of deep snows, dead
moose any one person in one year. Man with respect to deer meat in south
observe the law and regulations. ’Sue have been found, having died, ap ifestly this is inequitable, not to eastern Alaska, which is a source of
violations as are reported are mainly parently, from starvation, due to
continual trouble for the wardens,
chargeable to a class of men known their being unable to get food bearid under the guise of giving, it is
as “market huntersi” and
itinerant cause of the destruction by fire of
no doubt true that many actual sales
sojourners, but with the rigid enforce- the small trees upon which
they
of deer meat during the close season,
Domald Day, residing on the farm
fliert of tlhe law these are rapidly feed, or the encroachments of civexcept from one bona fide miner,
on which Sir William Phipps was
disappearing.
j iMzation, or by some form of dilsprospector, or Indian to another, and
born, at Phipps Neck, lower Wool
Tlie amount appropriated for the ease.
There is a difference of
then only at points where fresh meat
with
admini strati on of the game law for opinion among observers as to the
can not be obtained, it would put a wich, last week saw a buck
Caribou on the Alaska Pen
the fiscal year ending June 30, 191b, cause.
stop to the numerous violations of nine points to his antlers swimming
the law which undoubtedly occur at in the river. This was Friday and
k $20,000, an increase of $5,000 over insula are also reported to b e' in
present.
the appropriation of the preceding creasing in number.
the buck swam out to Day’s island.
year. This permits of the employ
Under the operation of the game
In interior Alaska moose are be
Saturday young Day, who is cnly 11
ment of more game wardens! and will coming scarcer, according to reports
law and regulations thereunder no
greatly aid in the more efficient ad received from the game wardiems.
provision is made whereby a bona years of age, took his gun and laid
fide resident of Alaska may ship for the buck which he shot. Greased
ministration of the law and more ex Caribou, however, are still found in
trophies to the States in order to Lightning, however, has escaped at1
Oppoiite State House, Boston, Mass."
tensive protection cf game, especial great abundance, although many are
Offers room with hot ard
lyin remoter districts where game of k'lled every year.
have them mounted and returned guns.
cold water for $1.00 per day
without the issuance o,f a permit,
various kinds is still plentiful. A warand up, which includes free
fer which b e must pay frcm $5 to
dsn iis now employed in the slecond
PROTECTION OF GAME
use of public shower baths.
$150, and acme provision should be
jrddcla.1 division, northwestern Alaska,
One of the B. & A. train crews
done enjoyed the novel sight recently
"Where hitherto there has been none,
In my last annual report I made Nothing to Bqaal This in New England made to permit this' being
without the payment of the license of witnessing a large bull moose
and an additional warden has been the following recommendaticns, which
Rooms with private baths
for $1.50 per day and up;
fee now required, it being impossible slain by hunters.
assigned to southeastern Alaska and I again submit:
That female cari
As the train was
suites of two rooms and bath
to have this work done in many parts nearing Sherman Station the moose
special appointments will be made bou on the Alaska Peninsula be profor $4.00 per day and up,
of the Territory.
from time to time as occasion mayitected; that the season for killing
broke cover and took to the open
A BSO LU TELY FIREPROOF
The law should also be amended so followed by two hunters who im
demand.
Three game wardens are moose anywhere in the Territory be
Strictly a Temperance Hotel
as to enable a game warden or other mediately opened fire, dropping the
&ow employed in interior Alaska and |changed from August 1 to SeptemSend for Booklet
too in the southwestern
section, j ber 1; that north of latitude 62 de STOKER F. GRAFTS Gen. Manager officer to, secure the issuance of war- monarch of the forest in, plain sight
rants for the searching of
premises of the crew.
tach of these wardens necessarily grees the season for killing grouse,

report o f t h e

AN IDEAL
<ilSTMAS GIFT

ALASKA GOVERNOR

IHor your friend who is inter
ested in Outdoor life, nothing
will be more acceptable than
a year’s subscription to the

MAINE

WOODS

It will bring the outing news
to him every week and the gift
will be appreciated and the giver
will be remembered throughout
the year. It is not very expen
sive, either.

X

$1.00 a Year for the Outing Edition
$1.50 for the Local Edition

SEE MOOSE KILLED
FROM TRAIN

Commonwealth Hotel
Inc.
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Where To Go In Maine

Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Furbish were
week end guest o f friends at Wilton,
returning home Monday night.
R. H. Ellis enjoyed a hunting trip at
Kennebago the past week.
The past few weeks have been unus
Lake Parlin House and Camps
ually good for the skating enthusiasts.
During the past week the lake has
Are delightfully situated on shore of L ike
Parlin on direct line from Quebec to Rangeley
been in prime condition, the ice being
Lakes, popular.. thorOugh-fare for automo
as smooth and clear as a mirror.
biles. being a distance of 122 miles each way.
Lake PaTlin and tne 12 out ponds in the
Mr. and Mts. James Mathieson are
radius of four miles furnish the best of fly
(Special Correspondence.)
fishing the whole season The house and
at
their Rangeley home for the winter
camps are new and have all modern conven
Rangeley, Dec. 15—Mrs. Hal Ellis
iences, such as baths, gas lights, open rock
and their many friends are glad to wel
who has been at Dr. Ross' private hos
fireplaces, etc. T he cuisine is unexcelled.
Canoeing, boating, bathing, tennis, m oun
pital for the pa3t three weeks, has re come them.
tain climbing automobiling, etc.
Miss Mertie Kinney is assisting at
turned home.
Jar kin ail, Maine
P. M cK E N N E Y , Proprietor.
Write for booklet.
Mrs. G. L. Kempton and Mrs. C. H. Rowe’s sto^e during the holidays.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Carlton, Miss
Neal returned Saturday night from a
Muriel Hoar and Hayden Huntoon re
week’s visit in Portland.
A. W. Lowe returned Monday after turned from a hunting trip at Kenne
a few days’ vacation. Willard Iiewey bago Saturday.
If so, write me the number of persons in your party, was in charge at the Station during his
The^young ladies of the Senior class
how long you wish to stay in camp, and let me tell you absence.
served supper at the Men’s league last
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Robbins are re Wednesday night. At the close o f sup
ceiving congratulations on the arrival per questions pertaining to the welfare
of the town were discussed. A large
of your trip at Chase Pond Camps as I shall make cut o» a little daughter, Thursday, Dec. 10.
number o f men were present. A cor
rates to all during October and November. I will also Mrs. Sarah M. Soule is caring for Mrs.
dial invitation is extended all men in
Robbins.
send you names of parties who have hunted here that
the town to attend these league meet
William Kempton is at t ome from
you may refer to in regard to hunting, camps, etc.
ings.
Brewer for the Christmas holidays.
Riddle & Hoar announce a special
Guy Chadbourne, Prop., Bingham, Maine
Miss Ina Stafford of Lewiston and
picture show for Christmas day, con- j
Miss Edith Cushman of Hebron, who
tinuous pictures from 3 till 10 p. m. |
T he G arry P on d G am ps
have been at Grant’s Camps during the
The management have taken special j
Furnished camps and furnished cook places will past season, were guests of Miss Sarah
pains to obtain »n appropriate pro- j
be opened for the hunters October first. Most
all heavy supplies will be for sale at the Camps. Pickens over the week end while en
RANGELEY, MAINE
gram. Regular prices.
Fine hunting country for deer and birds, some route for their respective homes.
moose and bears. Write for information to
Upon petition to the selectmen a
Mrs. Sherman P. Hoar, who has been
HENRY J. LANE,
special
town meeting is called Tuesday
Carry Pond, Maine, Via Bingham, Me. very ill with pneumonia, is reported as
to
take
proper
steps towards petition
being more comfortable.
ing the legislature for the right to
Axel Tibbetts, Mrs. Betsey Tibbetts make a park out of land adjoining
OTTER POND CAMPS
AT
Are open to accommodate sportsmen for fish and granddaughter, Miss Rena, reHaley pond, also to regulate the water
ing and hunting. Send for circular.
turned home from New Hampshire last privileges' of la id pond" A ll interested
GEORGE H. McKENNEY, Prop.,
a t S p r in g L a k e
Caratunk, Me.
Thursday night.
j citizens shou!d be present.
Salmon, square tailed and lake trout. My camps
Dr. Charles S. Stuart and Miss Edith
»re most charmingly situated on the shores of
James Wilcox and Miss Catherine
Spring Lake, weil furnished, excellent beds,
Sterling were married at St. Stephens
ourest of spring water and the table is first-class, TRAPPING SEASON SOON BE HERE
Russ were quietly married at the
Episcopal church^ Congress street,
elevation 1,800 feet above sea level, grandest seen. . .
_
home of Mr. and Mrs. Alexis Blodg
ory and pure mountain air. Hay f<»ver and malaria
yov want to know what is what in the HuntThe cer
imknown. Spring Lake furnishes excellent lake ! in* and Trapping line subscribe for the Trapper, Portland, Thursday, Dec. 10.
by
rrout and salmon fishing and in t he neighboring 14 is a $LOOpublication but if you act quick only emony was performed by Rev Mr. Klo- ett Saturday evening, Dec. 12,
rtreams and ponds are abundance of brook trout. 60 cents. Every issue is crammed full of valuable
J.
Sherman
Hoar
Justice
of
Peace.
8uckboard roads only 2-12 miles. An ideal family I information on Hunting. Trapping, Fishing. Taxi- man in the presence of the immediate
summer resort. Telephone communications with dermy. eto., that could not be obtained elsewhere
Mr. Wilcox is a well known guide
Milage and doctor. References furnished. Terms at anV Price. Subscribe Now and Keep Posted, members of the families of the con
Mt.
reasonable. Address for full particulars,
s - C' Wellman, publisher. Dept, M „ Huntington. tracting parties, the double ring serv and Mrs. Wilcox has been at
JOHN CAR VILLE. Flagstaff, Me.
W . Va.
View
for
the
past
five
seasons
as
ice being used. During their sojourn
Congratulation© are in j
in Portland the couple were at the Co waitress.
Dainty refreshments were I
RANGELEY TAVERN 8 LAKE VIEW HODSE lumbia Hotel. Dr. Stuai t, whose for- ' order.
Blakeslee Lake Camps
On Rangeiey Lake.
mer home was in South Paris, n a served at the close of the ceremony. J
JOSEPH H. WHITE, Proprietor
The annuaili Christmas sale of the I
A famous resort for anglers and hun- S ,0.;ou8T“ t,™°S?rnyi.r0n
|graduate of Tufts Dental college in 'the
ers. Write for illustrated booklet and ‘“ ‘y
.ndhentina. Booklets.
, class of 1907, and for the past five Ladies/’ Aid vas held at the church i
nap. Address, Oct. 15 till May 1st.
N . H . ELLIS & SON, Props.,
(years has been located at Rangeley parlors Friday afternoon and even-i
Skinner, Me. Summer address, Eustis,
Raugeiey, Maine.
where he has built up a fine business. ing, Dec. 11.
Aprons, fancy articMaine.
Mrs. Stuart has been in Rangeley for les, ioe cream, cake aind homemade,
several summers and has made many candies found a ready sale. Sauta
W E S T
E N D
the |
On Cusuptic Lake-Fishing unexcelled fien d s during her stay among the p e o -IClaus was there to entertain
—Best of hunting—Special rates for pie. They were the recipients of many j children and a Christmas tree con
June, •September, October and Ncvem- fine gifts. Dr. and Mrs. Stuart w ill; tainitig many toys/ for sale wa© the
H. ML CASTNER, Proper. jb er-W rite for Booklet.
begin housekeeping in the cosy home drawing card for the
youngsters,
Weston U. Toothaker, Proprietor,
recenth purchased of Mrs. F. B. Burns The ladies were much pleased with
Pleasant Island,
Maine.
Portland,
Maine
on High street where they will be at the substantial sum which they were
Thoroughly first class. The hotel for
home^ after New Years.Their many j able to add
to their bank account.
j Maine vacationists, tourists and sport RANGELEY L A K E S
Range ey friends extend hearty con- Work
will soon
beginan articles for
Camp Bemis, The Birches, 1 he Barker. W rite
|men. All farm, dairy products, pork for free circular
gntalations and wish them much hap- tlle fair wllich is held durin,g thJ
CAPT. F. C. BAR K ER . Bemis. Maine.
and poultry from our own farm, enablPInes9'
; summer and extend a cordial iiuvlr
Jmg us to serve only fresh vegetables,
Sunday was the close of Sunday train j tation to all ladies to join them at
; meats, butter, cream, eggs, etc.
V IA RUMFORO FALLS
service foi the season and beginning their Wednesday afternoon meetings, i
Best Salmon ard Trout Fishing in Maine. Fly
American plan. Send for circular.
^
~ , o • *,
= -n r,
hsriing begins about June 1. Send for circular. Monday, Dec. 1 4 , the winter schedule i
j Mr. G. Del Smith of Wiscasset, a
House always open. JOHN CH AD W ICK & CO.,
went into effect. Arrangements have
Uppfcr Dam, Maine.
|skillful penman is giving a course
BELGRADE L AK ES, M AINE.
,
been made whereby the mail arrives in
|c* lessons to the school
students!
The Belgrade. Best Sportsmen’s Hotel in New
the afternoon on the freight. A mbrnEngland. Best black bass fishing in the world,
I
during
the
last
two
weeks
of the |
D E A D R IV E R REGION
best trout fishing in Maine.
ing train also-leaves at 7.30 a m.
CHAS. N. HILL & SON. Managers.
term.
Mr. Sm it If is a very thorough
The Sargent. Up-to-date in every j
Quite a number from the v i l l a g e re
teacher and has given them much'
particular. Maine’ s ideal family vaca- j
sponded to the call for help to fight fire
|valuable help in the fnuscular movetion resort. Good fishing and hunting j
O U A N A N IC H E LODGE.
which was discovered at Bald Mountain
Grand Lake Stream , W ashington Co., Me.
|meat
system.
Mr. Smith is also
Cuisine unsurpassed.
E. F
World wide known for its famous fishing, section
Camps Friday, Dec. 11. The trip w h s j
vacation and hunting country.
Look, Prop’r, Eustis, Maine.
! a free hand artist of considerable
Norway Pines House and Camps, Dobsis Lake
made by automobile but the Bernes;
sk.Pl and illustrates many points •of
Most attractive situation >n Maine.* Good
were well under control when the men |
auto road to lodge. Plenty storage capacity for
position with’ quick and well drawn
machines. From there one can takesteam ei to
arrived.
The
exact
cause
of
the
fire
is
MOOSELOOKMEGUNTIC HOUSE
any part of the laxe territory. The best hunt
AN D LOG CAMPS.
,
ing. fishing and vacation section of beautiful
The loss is partially cov- j sketches which are great aids. M a n y
Heart of the Rangeleys. Beat fishing region. ; unknown.
Washington Co. Address for particulars W . G. Special June and September rates. Booklet.
Iof the pupiiLs are quite enthusiastic ,
ered
by
insurance.
ROSE. Manager. Princeton. Me.. Dec. 1st to
MRS. F. B. BURNS.
over the work and a<re making good
April 1st.
Sunday morning Rev. H. A. Childs |
progress.
^
|preached the first of a series of ser
Monday
might
at
Oquo&soc
Lodge
mons on the general subject, “ You.”
Sunday mornihg the subject was, K. of P. was held the instaIllation
An installing officer
“ Who Are You?” A large number of officers.
were in attendance at the evening from Strang was present.
At the
Imeeting.
close of the work oyster stew was
School in the Quimby district closed served in the banquet hall.
\Friday, Dec. 11, for the Christmas hoi__________________
i idays December 18th school in the
White schoolhouse and the village close
for two weeks’ recess.

NO SUNDAY
TRAIN SERVICE
The Doctor Brings Home a Bride

Are You Going Hunting?
THE

EXACT

COST

YORK CAM PS,
J. LEWIS YORK, Prop.
F IS H INC

John ©arville’s Camps

HOTEL.

PLEASANT ISLAND CAMPS

. . . d . her stav

,

BIC RESULTS
FR O M S M A L L ADS.

What have you for Sale or Exchange?

Look around and see if you haven’t some Fire Arms,
Boats, A Dog, An Automobile, A Camera, Tent, Ham
mock or something else you don’t want.

Someone else is sure

to w a n t

it

We have sold things for others, and we can do the
same for you.

Rates one cent a word in advance.
Address, Classified Department,

MAINE .WOODS,
Phillips, Maine

PREVALENCE OF
RABBIT DISEASE

E. T. Hoar has purchased the build
ings known as the old hatchery, selling
one of them (o Saul Collins. The other
he has moved to Main street on O R.
Rowe’ s lot and will fit it up for a shop
Rabbit hunters o f Calais are almost
where he will carry on his regular busi put out of business bv the prevalence
ness of making and repairing fish rods of dusease which affects the rabbits so
and the manufacture of snowshoes.
that most of them are not fit to eat.
Daniel biench, who has employment |The rabbits appear active as ever ard
V e ^®*#ht train, has moved his j srp qUite plentiful, but when dressed
family to the rent over M. D Tibbetts large swellings are found. Specimens
store.
; have been sent to the Government
Mrs. F. B. Burns has returned to pathologists.
Jamaica Plain after a brief visit with
We have not heard that the hunters
Mrs. James Mathieson and other in Franklin county have found this
friends.
trouble with any of the bunnies.

UUD00

